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.As an entrepreneur, you should avoid doing what

every other person is doing because they are not

going to be entrepreneurs. Most people are going

to go to college, get a job and work for somebody

else. If you want to be the one percent, you cannot

do what the 99 percent are doing. So if you are

doing everything your friends are doing like lazing

about, partying in the weekends, playing video

games, this will make you end up like most people.

 

 

 

 This may sound kind of scary especially if you are

a young teenager because you may be worried

that people will not take you seriously. However,

there are a lot of people who have a lot of money

and are looking for where to invest that money in.

Venture capital is when people invest in what can

be considered as a high-risk investment.

 

 

 

When you finally get the fund to run your business,

spend it wisely. Don’t be frivolous with your

spending; wasting it on things that don’t matter

while neglecting the important things. Use your

money wisely and it will go a long way for you.

 

 

 

 If necessary Business is all about providing and

adding value. A challenge that a lot of young

people face is that they don’t have the necessary

prerequisite experience to provide the much

needed value that a product or service ought to

have. So how do you surmount this? Get

experience. Whether you go to work for someone

or volunteer at events, you will need to get more

experience in other to provide value for your

potential customers.

 

 

The goal you set should be divided into short,

medium- and long-term goals. Ensure that the goal

you set are measured regularly, attainable, and

realistic and time phased. If possible, endeavor to

surpass the goals that you set for yourself and

business.
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At times, it is hard for us to believe that anything

out there is possible because we have never seen

it. Most of what is taught in school are stepping

stones that will allow you to go to college and get

a job. Unfortunately, very few schools have classes

on entrepreneurship and most teenagers out there

do not know a lot of business owners or successful

entrepreneurs, so they have nobody to follow on

their path to success.

 

 

 

Starting up your own business as a young person

can be quite intimidating. Your business may

present you with tough decisions and questions

that you may not have the experience that is

required to proffer answers to. This is where a

mentor comes in. A mentor is an experienced

individual who you can lean on his experience,

knowledge and resources to help you to develop

your business.

 

 

 

If you are someone who is not sure of what to do

yet with their lives or maybe you want to start your

own business and follow our own dream, but you

are not yet sure; what you can do is to try as many

things as possible and treat your life like an

experiment. So say yes to everything and if you

don’t like it, you don’t have to do it again, but if

you like it, you can go ahead and pursue it. Do as

many things as possible as quickly as possible to

figure out what it is that really interests you in life.

 

 

 

 As a teenage it is not uncommon to ask adults or

parents for their advice, guidance or permission if

you have a business idea. But the truth still

remains that this is your dream and you do not

need to ask anyone for permission in order to do it.

Parents and adults are usually wise and do give

good advice, but at times they can also offer you

bad advice

too.

9  Easy Steps on How to Become a Teenage Entrepreneur

A. Program your mind for success: E. Avoid following the herd

E. Seek venture capital

C. Treat your life like a science experiment
F Be shrewd with your money:

D.Don’t ask anyone for permission

B. Get a mentor

G. Get the prerequisite experience

H. Set goal



 

 

A. You will have someone to cover for you-: One

of the greatest advantages of working with a

business partner is that they can cover you up

when you are on vacation, short break or away on

a business meeting. This goes both ways, but is

wise to cover for someone else for one or two

weeks in order to have your own break.

 

B. Your company will gain another set of

skills-: Having another person to work with you

(and hopefully someone not exactly as you are, but

somebody to compliment you) will sincerely give

you another set of skills. This means that you do

not have to waste much time learning new things

and you can concentrate on what you do best.

Most times, partnerships are good when you bring

administrative skills to the table while your partner

brings technical skills.

 

C. There is commitment-: Working with

somebody makes you responsible because both of

you do not want let each other down. This leads to

more productive work. Also, having a business

partner makes you accountable; because

accountability will assist to keep you on track as

you will know that the business operations and

finances will be scrutinized by your partner. If you

are working alone, you are liable to slack off and

easily fall behind.

 

D. Bringing a partner with cash on board will

provide your business with the needed cash. e.

Having a partner will boost the corporate outlook

of your company. Venture Capitalists are more

inclined to invest in a business where there are at

least two partners because VCs understand the

power of team work.

 

F. Partnerships offer moral support and will permit

for more productive brainstorming.

 

G. Having a business partner makes work in the

business so easy and enhancing.
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Examples of teenage entrepreneurs include, Adam

Hildreth who with the aid of 6 friends was able to

launch the famous English social networking site,

Dubit when he was just 14 years old in 2004. By

2005, Dubit was worth over 3.7 million dollars.

Today, it is estimated that

Adam Hildreth has a net worth in excess of 38

million dollars..

 

 

 

Bean Belnick at the age of 14 created bizchair.com

a website dedicated to the retail of all types of

furniture. With just an initial investment of 500

dollars, he started his business from his bedroom.

In the year 2004, he was able to move to his first

warehouse and by 2009 he had more than 702,000

square feet of warehouse space. In 2010 Bizchair

had sales of more than 58 million dollars.

 

Cameron Johnson on the other hand was just 9

years of age when he started his business of

selling invitation cards. By the time he was 11

years of age, he had saved enough money to start

his business and form his own company. He

delved into several other ventures like EZ mail, an

email forwarding company, and other online

advertising companies. By age 15 he was

receiving monthly cheques of up to 400,000

dollars. Today he is worth over 3.2 million dollars.

This goes to show that with contentious effort, age

is not a barrier to entrepreneurship or success.

 

 

3 Examples of Teenagers That Started a
Business and Succeeded

7 Benefits of Having a Business
Partner



Seven SDGs Support Units instituted at Federal and

Provincial Government levels facilitate vertical and

horizontal coordination among the stakeholders.

 

Ministry of Planning, Development & Reform (MoPDR)

also planned to achieve SDGs through innovative and

targeted strategies with the help of UNDP.

 

Ambitious plans to alleviate poverty:

Poverty headcount has fallen by 26 percent and multi-

dimensional poverty decreased by 16 percentage points

over the last ten years.

A national poverty alleviation program – Ehsaas

(Compassion) has been launched this year to expand

social protection, safety nets and support human capital

development throughout the country. It complements

and expands the on-going robust social protection

program for poor women.

The National Socioeconomic Registry (NSR) is being

updated to target the poorest more effectively and

ensure that no one is left behind.

Committed to eliminating hunger and improving health.

Reductions in stunting

and malnutrition have taken place - over the period

2013-2018 by 6 and 9 percentage points, respectively.

 

The prevalence of skilled birth attendance has improved

by 17 percentage points while the neonatal mortality

rate has fallen by 10 percentage points during the same

period. The Lady Health Workers Program, with its

grassroots presence, has been instrumental in achieving

this improvement.

A new universal health coverage initiative – the Sehat

Sahulat Program - has been launched this year to

provide health insurance coverage for those in need.

Health Sector reforms are underway, entailing a

centralized integrated disease surveillance system and

strong inter-provincial information sharing mechanism.

From commitment  to  action- environmental

protection  and  climate  change

Pakistan’s Billion Tree plantation over 350,000 hectares

was the first Bonn Challenge pledge to hit and surpass

its commitment, through national resources. This project

has now been up-scaled to 10 Billion Tree Tsunami – a

five-year country-wide tree plantation drive to restore

depleted forests and mitigate climate change.

Moreover, programs such as Clean and Green Pakistan

as well as Recharge Pakistan have been launched.

These Nature-Based Solutions for Ecosystem Restoration

are leading examples of climate action among

developing countries, with co-benefits to improve bio-

diversity and livelihood generation.
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What are SDGs? Surely most of you don’t know about it.

Doesn’t it reflect how unaware are we? We have sealed

up only to the politics, the religion, the memes, and the

trends. We should also know the things which are

bubbling up around the world, even if our media doesn’t

talk about them often.

 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

UN Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda for

Sustainable Development at the Sustainable

Development Summit on 25 September 2015, a set of 17

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to end poverty,

fight inequality and injustice, and tackle climate change

were included. It’s an action to end poverty, protect the

planet and for ensuring that all people enjoy peace and

prosperity. These 17 Goals build on the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGs), while including new areas

such as climate change, economic inequality,

innovation, sustainable consumption, peace and justice,

among other priorities.

 

SDGs signatories having partnerships for making

positive changes in the world by tackling the challenges

the world is facing today.

 

Pakistan’s commitment towards SDGs:

Pakistan was one of the first countries that endorsed

SDGs Globally in 2015. Pakistan displayed a very

commendable commitment towards SDGs. To

mainstream and localize the SDGs our Parliament have

made SDGs as the National Development agenda on

16th February 2016, it also formed Parliamentary SDGs

Secretariat based at the National Assembly, it also

established the Parliamentary Task Force on SDGs.

 

The task force consists of 37 members of NA

representing all major political parties present in the

national parliament. With cooperation and support of

UNDP and UNICEF. The secretariat plans to undertake

several activities to accelerate legislative reforms to

facilitate the achievement of targets envisaged by the

SDGs. in this context, the support of donors, especially

EU is sought for various activities planned by the

National Assembly Parliamentary Task Force on SDGs.

 

Studies, commissioning of five to ten studies to review

enforcement of various laws enacted by the National

and Provisional parliaments for the welfare and

protection of children and mothers. It also includes the

Experts panels, Retreats, Study visits and Dialogue with

stakeholders.

Pakistan and Sustainable Development Goals
Amna Munawar
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Monitoring and evaluation:

National data collection tools have been modified to

improve data availability with a focus on equity and

sustainability aspects of SDGs.

A drastic change in the country is expected in upcoming

years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drowning in the worldly chaos, right after my break-up

from a toxic soul, I was once about to give up on life. It

was only when I was left disappointed with almost

everyone around me, I started seeking my contentment

within me. And, to my utmost surprise, I found what I

exactly wanted. I had always wanted love, positive vibes,

confirmation, satisfaction and contentment from others.

Wrong I was in seeking attention from them, as no one

can ever fill the voids in your heart. You are born alone

and die alone, and in between you have to live alone

too, relying only on yourself.

 

When I tried to find the inner me, I discovered an unseen

force that was always there and keep pushing me

forward, no matter what the circumstances were. My

heart beats were never stopped in times when I myself

had no control over the dusky feelings that life had

brought for me. I kept breathing unconsciously when I

did not want to live or face the very next moment, my life

was ready to serve me with. This made me realize the

uncontrollable control of my life, against which I was

helpless and had no option but to give up to it.

 

When I wanted to sort out my control over my life, I

discovered that none of it even equals to an atom is in

my control. Neither I can take my life back, nor I can skip

the present and never will ever be I will be able to jump

in the future.  I had to live in the very moment that was

passing by and had to face every bit of it, that moment

came with. Be it sorrow, hardship, happiness, betrayal,

grief or love or anything. I was just there to cherish

whatever this hidden spirit was throwing at me as if I

was a puppet. That was the moment that I witness that

none of these worldly affairs matter if you put everything

along with your keen reliance onto this unseen divine

force. My faith was slowly changing into a firm belief

that this invisible divine force will handle my matters 

My Journey Towards Allah

better than me, in the same way, it keeps my heart

running when even I don't feel the energy to drive it

forward. This unseen force will keep myself taking

breaths after breaths even when I feel suffocated

enclosed in the cage of hurtful thoughts. And after my

time in this world is ended, I will have to unwillingly

leave my life here, giving it up to this superior invisible

power and start a new one above the heavens. The least

I would want will be to end my breaths with a

pessimistic heart. For this very reason, I struggled even

more in how I can be optimistically and happily engaged

with this highest of the highest authority that is still

unseen yet the most powerful.

 

Being a believer, I always subconsciously knew what

this force and authority was, and the answer was always

in front of me. But, engaged and overwhelmed in this

worldly life, we fail to remember who the real owner of

our lives is. We all have that spirit running in ourselves,

but we never even take a fraction of second to give a

think about it that how it keeps us going, no matter

whatever we are going through. This involuntary

sustenance of our lives demonstrates us the control of

some bigger, higher authority in hands of which our

breaths, our minds, and our hearts are. We all must

submit ourselves to this unseen divine force sooner or

later. But dwelling in this world & wrapped in its endless

desires, we all have lost our track to the One form whom

we must seek contentment, happiness, and satisfaction.

It is only Allah with whom we must build our relation of

friendship, love, happiness, fear, and hope. Yet, we

associate all of these from people around us who are in

no control of their own time period in this world. It was

after this discovery that I no more seek to take attention,

love, acceptance, and satisfaction from other human

beings. They are there only for a temporary period, so

why would I be attaching to something temporary. I am

now happy more than ever I was, as now I know the King

of Kings is dealing with my matters of life and

whatsoever in it. I only seek help and love from Him and

that is what that has finally distracted me away from

those worldly matters that had kept me disturbed all the

time, and to which I now pay no attention to.

 

After submitting my life to this unseen power, the loftiest

authority, the possessor of my breaths & my life, the

Almighty Allah, I now try to seek only His pleasure with

all the good deeds that I can do. I am now transforming

myself into a better version of me after going through a

period of suffering that has wiped out the dirt of hurt,

disappointment, and hopelessness from me by gifting

me out the affection for Allah. I am also thankful to those

who had caused that hurt because their love would not

have let me find out the eternal love of Allah. I now

expect only from Him if by His mercy I’ll be able to have

success in this world and hereafter. I am now an utterly

satisfied, happy and content soul that is on the way to 

Dania Najeeb



approach us and breathe a sigh of relief when they walk

away; forgetting that they, like us, are members of this

society as well. They must be treated like normal

humans.

 

The problem lies with the actions and attitude of people.

Even though, we sign universal human rights

declaration, but we are still feeling less for this

neglected community. We discuss their involvement in

illegal activities for earning money but forget the

situation that have led them to perform in that manner.

Had they been accepted, they would have also lived a

life like us.

 

We need to help them avail respectable opportunities

and not just begging or dancing, by bringing them to

mainstream. It is time we start recognizing them rather

than fearing them. We must change our belief system-

only then we will be able to change our society’s

perception. Our society is responsible for breeding this

social anathema from generation to generation by

widening the gap between normal and abnormal.

 

They are the most cursed community of our society. For

God sake, alter your perception! They are surely not the

‘strangers with candy’ your mommy warned you about!

 

Our motto is to become voice of the voiceless
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continually improve herself to attain a Yes from Allah in

order to enter His eternal place, where I will be

presented with my own kingdom of love, freedom, and

joy.

 

Lastly, my little piece of advice to all the readers out

there is to never ever indulge in worldly chaos. Never

expect even the size of the grain of sand to get from

these souls on earth in return of your love to them. Keep

spreading love, kindness, and happiness but always

guard yourself with the shield of love, reserved only for

Allah. Your true affection, love & expectations are worthy

to be get fulfilled by a super divine force “Allah” & not

merely by a human being on earth who is just like you,

having no control over anything. Believe me, the strong

relationship between you & your God can make turn the

tables of your life. It can make you see heaven in this

world, by setting you free from its never-ending worries

and put your soul in an eternal ocean of peace, hope &

love.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As children, most of us were told to stay away from

species that can harm us in any possible way. Such

strangers are often pictured as grizzly creature that can

scare you to death. Even I remember skipping a

heartbeat whenever I used to see a eunuch (known as a

HIJRA in our common speech) pass by and demanding

for money. No doubt, they look out of place where

people segregate based on their gender, either ‘male’ or

‘female’. Yes, I do not say this, but the community that I

live in says this! The eunuch community is mocked,

criticized and shunned by our society. Was I at fault for

fearing them?

 

Why does the transgendered community remain

emotionally, educationally, economically and politically

marginalized from society? Why do they face

discrimination in all walks of life? Sadly, their life is full

of worries and sufferings. We tremble when they 

EUNUCHS- A Social Anathema
BASHAIR NAEEM
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A guide to getting through your day stress-free

and happily. Below are tried and tested tips and

tricks to get the most out the available 24 hours

 

Checklist

Writing down your tasks for a day may be seen as

tiring and a waste of time at the start but trust me it

is the best thing to do to be more productive. You

may belong to any age group, forming “to-do lists”

will make self-analysis as well as accomplishment

easy. As soon as you wake up just take a pen and

diary and write the date. Write down your tasks for

that day in short points and voila you would not be

missing on anything important anymore.

I recommend keeping a diary for this instead of

using notes on the phone as I know it is hard to

resist that notification bar on our phones.

 

 2. High protein breakfast

Skipping breakfast is the most foolish mistake that

we all do be it for lack of time or “ I just cannot eat

anything when I wake up” . Breakfast is the most

important meal for the body after sleep to restart

and rejuvenate as well as to keep you going for the

day. I would like to add here that skipping

breakfast is the main reason for weight gain,

lethargy, and headaches that you experience all

day. So never miss your breakfast. The best

options are high protein foods like eggs or oats.

Avoid fats and oil.

 

 3. Point to ponder 

Our brain needs to be used in good activity that

enhances its abilities instead of keeping it idle

which will only tarnish your creativity as well as

intelligence. Hence invest in a good book, word

puzzles or any brain game. My favorite way to keep

my brain indulged in healthy activity is to read a

verse of the Quran every day and keep on thinking

over it. By this, I not only keep my brain active but

also make Allah happy. 

 

 4. Hydrate

Just like a car needs petrol to move we humans

need water. You may not feel thirsty but your body

needs water to stay active. You can try this and see

for yourself how water recharges your body.

Whenever you are feeling low and lethargic just

sip on some water. The results would speak for

themselves.

 

1.

 5. Breaks 

No matter who you are a student, an employed

person or a housewife you need a break. You

cannot just start in the morning and stop at night.

You need to have periodic breaks to stay active.

For students, it is advisable to close eyes and rest

for 5 minutes after every 45-50 minutes of

studying. This will not only enhance the learning

ability but increase study time overall as well. For

employees who sit and work, they must rest their

eyes and take a small walk every hour to avoid

weight gain.

 

6. Prioritize

Each one of us has a hundred things to do every

day and we end up doing nothing just due to the

fear of so many things to do. Prioritizing things is a

good way to do everything easily. For a student

completing assignments to be submitted next

week rather than working on a project that is to be

submitted at the end of the month will save time

and energy. Similarly numbering stuff in order of

importance or submission can be a good way to

have your hands on everything.

 

 7. Water your roots

You would realize when you grow up how

experiences can beat education. It may sound a bit

weird, but it is true. So, no matter how busy you

are, always find time for your family. Sit along with

your parents and grandparents to hear their

stories. Their words are jewels which if worn

rightly would impact on your eternal beauty. I

know hearing that story on how I used to go to

school is boring after some time, but it is a

reminder that hard work is the key to success.

Good 7s to achieve 100s: Increase your productivity
Hiba Malik.



“Confidence” is one of the current emerging issues

in societies and institutions, which is an imperative

part of education. Strong students always show

their dominance in the classroom. For instance, if a

competition held and less dominant student (weak

educates) participate, apparently, a winner gets

selected from the dominant ones and it is quite

obvious that dominant ones would be appreciated

while the weak ones not. This led students to get

disheartened and decrement in their confidence,

then one has no more interest to participate again

with the same enthusiasm as one had before. The

more need for encouragement is for the position

takers not for the winners.

 

To overcome emotions/ feelings, position takers

switch to attend motivational sessions, have

gatherings with their loved ones to discuss and try

to refresh their minds which are the key solutions

for them as always. There is no need for any

motivation if the teachers come to know their job.

To create the best generation for a country,

teachers must regard position takers special rather

than winners. Through doing this, the teacher

would be able to create a balance among them

which will apparently provide more output.

 

Teachers, like them, are really needed to boost

weak ones up rather than them who are already

boosted. This worthy quality exists in teachers but

in very few. A comment is mentioned by a student

who is a writer at a very initial stage and

participated in a competition, but could not win,

and his teacher took him the same way and got a

response by her student: “I was reluctant to write

before just for one reason: I do not have enough

power to my words and sentences to be read by

people. But your encouragement and worthy help

turned the direction of unwilling to willing. I could

not even contemplate that even a position taker

could receive such a comment from your side “You

are super talented and keep writing” while I knew

that I was not that much able. And even it could

hardly be imagined receiving a gift too for me. I

loved the way you encouraged!”
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Human psychological developments are created in

a way that their minds differ from the rest of the

other human minds. If a person is found quite

introvert, contrary, an extrovert would be available

too. For instance, some guys are loquacious

enough and quite intelligent, some are not

talkative but intelligent and creative, some are

introvert, weak, non-creative, yet, they want to

improve themselves even they lack.

 

Individual faculty of mind can predict the future

through considering how capable and competent

one’s mind is. Looking particularly, for ease, the

kinds of minds of educatees have been

categorized: “Competent mind” includes  high

level of intelligence, outstanding creativity and

innovational thinking, “weak mind” that includes

lack of performance and experience due to no

opportunities, especially people of rural areas) and

“Extra weak mind”  includes  no competency, a

dumb mind with no power to progress more.

 

The main fact is the abstract reason “balance of

the world” for having different minds. By mean, if

there are people having same faculty of mind, for

instance competent mind, all probably will be

businessmen, architects, engineers, doctors,

teachers etc in the whole world or beggers,

sweepers if all having extra weak faculty of mind.

 

Particularly, the main focus, in the writing, involves

“weal minds” or “weak educatees” merely. They

just require a push behind themselves to get their

path to move on in academic and extra-curricular

career. Lack of opportunities become barriers

which ultimately led them to face emotional

challenges in their educational lives. They are a

step back competent, but not same as competent

educates, yet, they want to try hard.

 

I label “competent” guys as “winner” in my writing,

it is experienced that in this man-made competitive

world, winners in every aspect of life are

appreciated even they do not need to be and

losers (Weak educatees) get into an isolated piece

of environment where no one is present to

encourage them. Anyway, there is no word that

exists as “loser”, but an appropriate word is

“position taker” like best(1st), better(2nd),

good(3rd), and it continues.

Hamza Shaikh
Grooming Weak Educatees



Thus, we believe that there is no any God other

than Allah.

But do you know what is the actual beauty of this

verse? This agreement?

 

Before accepting that Allah is the only God we are

first believing that there is no one... There is no

one else. This is actually our real faith, our real key.

That there is no one who has the right to be

worshiped, to be loved, to be called except Allah.

 

And What should we have to do in order to get

that superior love?

It is just to feel, and then think.

It is just to explore, and then persuade

It is just to know, and then remember.

It is just to search, and then understand.

 

The beauty, the nature, the setting sun, the

complete moon, the shining stars, the glorious

lilies, the mesmerizing rose all these beauties are

the signs. Signs to look at, believe at, think at, and

understand them in real.

Rather than being lunatic in love of moon try to

search more. Look more. Explore more. And find

Allah and His presence there.

Rather than losing yourself at the seashore while

sun is setting down just look at the orange color

and think the creator of this beauty is the one who

loves beauty. Is the one who Has never created

anything useless.

 

Yes, nothing is useless either you, me, the gain, the

loss, the departure, the arrival, the love, the losing,

the fear, the laughs., nothing is useless.

 

And for searching Him, for getting His love we

should have to make our hearts crystal clear. Clear

from the envy, jealousy, hate and LOVE. Yes... You

read it correct. Its Free from love.

 

Love of status, love of money, love of fame, love of

carrier, love of yourself.. And then you will find

THE True THE SUPERIOR LOVE of Allah.
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Touching conclusion, “confidence” that has been

considered as an emerging issue in our

institutions, can easily be resolved through a

teacher’s job. By looking equally to all educatees,

a teacher can have a greater output by distributing

pieces of confidence in a classroom. Through

providing opportunities to experiences things in

which weak educatees lack, and through

encouragement if they cannot perform well at their

start, they may find themselves special and excited

with more enthusiasm next time. I personally have

observed many teachers degrading students if

they cannot perform things perfectly as per

teacher’s requirements which cuts the wings of the

students.

 

If a teacher succeeds in making a “balance of

dealing” with the students, the weak educatees

would not be able to face emotional challenges in

their academic career. Insisting to provide awards

to the weak ones in a competition is not my point

of view, because it is the winners’ right and pride.

But rather weak ones must not be left in an

isolated environment. They must have people

around them to tell their mistakes they made and

to encourage them, whether the people may be

teachers or winners.

 

One thing must be kept in mind: every human

possesses faculty of mind that differs from the rest

of the other faculties of minds. Particularly, weak

educatees must be treated well with love and

through appreciation that would provide them a

path to move on in a better way, so that we could

have results far better than our expectations for

the country, because a good teacher does not

teach lessons only, but rather make students

excited to learn themselves.

 

 

 

 

As a human being we all know that love for the

Almighty Allah should be in our hearts and should

be superior over other.

And as a Muslim we know that for being Muslim we

have a complete faith on Oneness of Allah, the

superior Almighty.

We recite الاله اال هللا..

 

Hafsa Malik
The True Love



 

 

Another example is the Burning of a Christian

Couple. A muslim kiln owner raised allegations

against Salary dispute. An angry mob broke their

legs and threw them into kiln where they had

worked

 

How can one forget the brutal killing of Mughees

and Muneeb Butt two brothers who were lynched

by a mob? They were killed, hung and mutilated in

Sialkot. They were accused of robbery, dacoity

and murder but later a judicial inquiry found that

boys had been innocent of the charges.

 

Mashal Khan, a 23-year-old passionate lively

student of Abdul Wali Khan University, Mardan was

killed by a mob for allegedly “Publishing

Blasphemous contents online”

It's the gospel of ancient WORLD and logic of To-

day.

The strong must ever rule the weak,

Is grim primodial law

On earth's broad racial threshing floor,

The meek are beaten straw

If you are fit you'll rule and reign

Is the logic of To Day

 

Section 295, better known as blasphemy law

deals with religious offences and was meant to

prevent religious violence.

The blasphemy laws include a death penalty for

the defamation of the Holy prophet and life

imprisonment for the desecration of Holy Quran.

 

In 1927, British Colonial rulers of the subcontinent

made it a criminal offence to commit.

 

“Deliberate and malicious acts intended to

outrage religious feelings of any class by

insulting its religious beliefs”

 

The law did not discriminate between religions.

This law was retained when Pakistan gained

independence in 1947 under the rule of country's

leader Quaid-e-Azam. Zia ul haq who was in power

for 11 years from 1977, made several additions to

its blasphemy laws, including life imprisonment for

those defiling on desecrating the holy Qur'an. The

death penalty for anyone found guilty of defaming

Islam was introduced in 1986.
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In this arid wilderness of steel and stone,

I raise up my voice that you may hear,

To the east and the west, I beckon,

To the north and to the south I shown a sign-

Proclaiming, “Death to the weakling, wealth to the

strong”

Open your eyes that you may hear,

O! men of mildewed minds and 

Listen to me, ye laborious millions?

According to Timothy Thomas Fortune:

“Mob law is the most forcible expression  of an

abnormal public opinion. Its shows the  societies is

red to the core”.

 

The title of this article “Public lynching and mob

justice is the death of justice” clearly depicts the

scenario which our country is facing today.

Increasing injustice and religious intolerance are

the biggest dilemma of Pakistan's today's society

as we can witness many examples of it in the daily

newspapers and media.

People are being lynched to death by mobs who

take the law into their hands in the country. There

have been many cases where citizens have

suffered viciousness and even deaths at the hands

of an enraged mob.

 

Pakistan’s non-governmental human rights 

 organization says about 60% people  accused of

blasphemy have been killed  in mob justice.

Most of the victims have been Muslims, along with

members of minority faiths such as Christians and

Ahmadis.

 

Many cases of blasphemy have been reported and

victim is subjected to death brutally.

Hafiz Farooq Sajjad, a Muslim, was stoned to death

after a Quran in his house Caught fire. The local

mosque announced that a Christian had burned

the Quran and a mob gathered outside Sajjad’s

House. Sajjad was beaten by the mob after which

the police came and took him into custody.

However, the mob reached the police station and

pelted Sajjad with stones eventually setting him on

fire.

A 55-year-Old Muslim cleric, Muhammad Yousaf

Ali, was allegedly Shot dead by a member of Sipah-

i-Sahaba in Lahore prison after being accused of

committing blasphemy.

By Zunaira Zahid
PUBLIC LYNCHING AND MOB JUSTICE IS THE DEATH OF JUSTICE



 

 

 

faith and one should not disregard and hurt

anyone's personal faith and religion.

 

In Pakistan's history, manipulation of the faith for

political purpose has deep roots which is the

cause to outrage the mob to fulfil their personal

motives. Religious extremism in Pakistan has

become a brutal menace, a monster that has killed

thousands of innocent human lives.

 

People of Pakistan need better religious

understanding and tolerance. Tolerance is the

positive and cordial effort to understand another's

belief’s, practices without necessarily sharing or

accepting them. But this lusty and thriving

Religious intolerance is objectively manifesting

people to prejudice and discrimination. Religious

intolerance is the first sign of inadequate

education.

 

Infact, these Mob's Brutal killing, Public lynching

and blasphemy laws are threat to fundamental

human rights, Country's Harmony, peace and

Stability. Also, blasphemy laws are ruthlessly

abused for settling personal disputes. This law is

proving to be a sword hanging on the heads of

non-Muslims.

 

As a country our mission is to confront ignorance

with knowledge, bigotry with tolerance, and

isolation with the outstretched hands of

generosity.
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Human Rights Group say Pakistan's blasphemy

laws are often used to settle personal disputes and

Capital punishment for blasphemy is not expressly

prescribed in the Qur'an even.

 

However, several verses and passage allude to and

address a number of conflicting positions on

matters pertaining to blasphemy.

 

Quran 73:10-11

“And be patient over what they say and avoid them

with gracious avoidance and leave me with (the

matter of) deniers, those of ease (in life), all and

allow them respite a little”

 

Quran 28:55

“And when they hear ill-speech, they turn away

from it and say. For us are our deeds, and for you

are your deeds. Peace will be upon you we seek not

the ignorant”

 

From the verses cited above, it is clear that Qur'an

is ultimately ambiguous on how Muslims should

deal with blasphemy laws. People are brutally

killed in the hands of mob. Why these people

deserve such a ferocious end? Were they not

humans? Had they no rights? Weren't they assets

of our society?

 

Of course!  they were living beings made of blood

and flesh like all of us. People are nobody to lynch

the victim and become God and play with those

innocent lives.

 

Furthermore, the free exercise of faith and religion

is the Fundamental Human Right. It is the most

personal matter between God and its creature as

everyone have different way to approach it

 

“Religion is entirely a personal matter Each one

could approach his creator  as he liked”

 ~Mahatma Gandhi

 

Religion deals with irrational part of the brain

which deals with Sensitive behaviour in which

emotions are dominated as emotions and feelings

have higher position in the personality of a man.

But the true essence and requisite of Humanity lies

to respect each other religious sentiments and 



see. His hands were shivering but his heart was full

of zeal. He wrote in it all his truth, tried to give his

love the beauty of words. Then, put it in the

envelope, hold it tightly like it contained his life,

his most precious thing and ran behind her with all

his energy.

 

He saw him going far from him, but he ran with all

his will. He doesn’t wanna lose her. He ran and ran,

passed all hurdles. He saw nothing but a girl, a

gloomy barbie with all her glamour. Suddenly, a

truck from the other side of the road came with full

speed. He tried to save himself but all in vain. The

truck hit him with all its power and in a couple of

moments, there laid the body, without the soul, the

heart that was full of love died in seconds. The

eyes that were meant to dream, closed suddenly.

The body that was to live more years, was there

with no soul. People gathered over there, all stood

watching the dead body. Some feeling sorry for

the poor soul, some being the spectators. Some

asking to check his pockets to inform his family,

some shrieking to call the police. But no-body put

a glance on the envelope in his hand tightly held

like the unique thing.

 

Jennifer was going back home when she saw the

crowd. She felt sorry for the poor soul killed in the

accident. Then, at once she saw the blood

creeping at the road. It made her feel something is

attracting her. It seemed like an invisible force was

making her come near. She walked towards the

crowd against her will, reaching the spot she

caught the color of the shirt. It seemed familiar to

the eyes, the design, the dress, the smell of blood

and warmth attraction. She felt scared to see the

face, but she had to. When she saw, she shrieked

like the Ophelia lost someone to speak of horrors

to her. In the next moment, she was there, holding

the body, crying wildly, asking the others to call an

ambulance. People felt sorry for her.

 

Someone holds her from the arms and asked her to

go home but she refused. It seemed like she has

lost her own soul. Her body was life, but her heart

was bleeding. Her eyes seemed like the desert

where there’s only the scorching heat.  Then, she

saw his hand holding something tightly. She

opened and saw an envelope. She took it

unintentionally and stood up while the ambulance

came, and the dead body was taken. She came 
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In the cool breeze of December evening, Jennifer

and Harry were walking slowly. Snow falling was

making the moments captivate the beauty, making

the nature that mesmerizes the souls, cold wind

was making their hands freeze and piercing their

bodies like the needles, but it seemed both were

feelingless of all the chills and emotions. Their flat

faces were telling the story of their dried souls. All

of a sudden, Jennifer saw in the warm eyes of

Harry and said: “So, you want to stop me?” Harry

laughed at the question and said: “To stop the

love means to stop the death and I don’t want to

stop the death. Because those who love needs

nothing to explain.”

 

Jennifer looked at him with the astonished eyes,

tried to say something then stopped and ran away.

Harry stood there, kept watching his love running

off the reality, unable to see the truth hidden

behind misunderstandings. It seemed both

separated their ways silently. Jennifer when

reached home, confined herself in the darkroom

but didn’t try to see behind the curtains where the

light was waiting.

 

Jennifer remained in the dark for the whole week,

sobbing at his love. Many times she thought to

meet him and beg for his love but then, ego came

in front. Ego made her think why me? Harry

remained there at the spot where his love tried to

fade, kept his eyes watching for the love to see the

warmth of his eyes but the cold hands of his love

proved the coldness of her heart. It seemed like all

his love and warmth has been wasted. All the

feelings have gone into nothingness. He

remembered all the days spent together, all the

memories they made together now victimized by

only one a little misunderstanding. “Crazy girl,

don’t see the meaning behind the love”

 

After one week, he saw her coming out of her hut,

dressed beautifully, seemed like a princess

walking with a glamour, walking towards the

church. Her sad eyes made her surroundings

gloomy and she presented the perfect panorama

of gloominess. He decided to utter the truth, at

once ran to the shop, bought the flowers, took a

pen and wrote on that of all his feelings, of all his

love. The warmth of his eyes she was unable to

Momina Ahsan
Envelope
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back to her hut where darkness filled his

surroundings forever. She felt like her soul was

taken. She felt pity for herself who was cursed for

not having the love. She felt sorry for herself

whose love was taken by God and she didn’t get a

chance to prove to him her love. She remembered

all the moments, the laughter, the smiles they

spent together. The mesmerizing love they were

having and then, it all faded like a flash, seemed

nothing just a bubble of water, burst all of a

sudden.

 

It seemed like her head was full of memories. She

tried to run away of all the reality, tried to ignore

but it seemed they all came in front of her,

inquiring of her love, bouncing in her head was

nothing but one.

 

In all the tumult of thoughts, she forgot to see the

thing that was having her life. The envelope

remained there on the table untouched by life.

 

 

 

 

3 a.m., he was sitting stand and still with a cup of

coffee in hand going through the picture gallery of

his phone…Moaning in the amalgam of coffee’s

aroma and dejection in his heart. He was swiping

the pictures left with a benumbing countenance of

his face…Being surfeited by all those fake smiles in

the pictures; farewell pictures, get-togethers

pictures, wedding pictures, family outing pictures

and all those superfluous joyous moments were

igniting a fire in his chest.

The perfect pictures with perfect smiles and poses,

his picture gallery portrayed a perfect life; the life

anybody would easily get envy of and yearn to get.

No wonder his life portrayed to be an epitome;

from being the first child of a rich family and being

pampered by everyone to securing a distinction at

the university and getting an ideal career so early,

everything appeared so perfect. His picture gallery

had it all; perfect family pictures, friends’ night

outs, bonfires, convocation day, tours, but not the

internal happiness.

 

However, he mustered up a pluck to open the

folder with the title “Her”. Tears popped in his eye

while opening it, there were the pictures, the

pictures he has been running from for two years. It

was him and her in this folder from the day they

met to the day they parted their ways. Beginning

from the day they met, he started swiping left. Her

strange gaze flashed through his mind when they

first clashed in the corridor of Block-C at the

college… the day when they begin walking side by

side…the days when they fell for each other… the

days when they used to fight for each other… the

days when they made promises to be together no

matter what…. Pictures had it all… the feeling of

being loved, life, happiness, laughter, passion,

soul… everything!

 

The numb countenance on his face turned into a

satisfied blushing smile…no matter if they have

parted their ways today…. They still have an asset

of their love… the Pictures ❤

Aliza Saddal
Pictures

Artworkby Hafsa Afridi



One more important thing I forget to tell you birds

come to Rara crossing the nine hills to live a

prosperous life. Do you know they sing beauteous

in a foreign language may be in Urdu, do listen to

them, belief be Excellency!!

You will have lifetime experiences of horse ride

around the lake with fresh air and reflex of your

country flag on Rara’s surface. My grandmother

lives there, and you will definitely see the

traditional dance of our country and national foods

cooked on wooden logs.

Sir, it’s my reverent request you all populace to

visit my country, hope to see you at Kathmandu

airport!! I will be in crowd pavement with both

flags of your country and mine. You will not find

me there just wave your hand from there.

Your well-wisher from Nepal.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water provides us with a lot of health benefits, yet

we mostly forget to provide our body with the

required amount of it. it is important to know the

amount of water consumption for a person to

avoid certain health problems.

Drinking the right amount of water banishes

headaches, improve your mood, relieve fatigue,

boost your energy levels, relieve constipation,

flushes out the toxin, improves digestion, promote

weight loss, prevent kidney stones, boost your

immune system, improve your complexion,

alleviate back pain and regulate body

temperature. In order to gain all these benefits,

one should drink enough water. Health authorities

commonly recommend 8-ounce glasses, which

equals about 2 liters or half a gallon of water.
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The Right Honorable Imran Khan

Prime Minister of Pakistan

Constitution venue 

Islamabad, Pakistan

 

Your Excellency!! It the wee hours here and I just

rouse up with an Illam’s tea (Nepal best tea) in a

veranda looking the chandeliers next to my room.

 

You know we both have been living with calling

distance about 1,447 kilometers away from my

wrong side of the tracks. A year ago, I had visited

your country and had my visiting tour to

Islamabad, Karachi and the next burg which name

starts with “P”, though I forget right now, the

borough has prime place I amour the most having

world outdo place of hostility in globe, one more

of its ambrosial of foods.

 

Excellency!! I know you must wear several hats to

accrue your country in every sector. The people

were watched one’s Ps and Qs. The time is ripe sir

and I have something to utter about my country

visit 2020.

 

Sir!! We have a long relationship from an era, and I

have something covert thing share with you. Our

fondness and Namaste are calling you to visit my

country.

 

Excellency, we do have rivulets connecting every

amour, hue of religion, wisdom, and purity of trust

to proximate people. You will see your flag of your

country in Kathmandu crossing the hands of Nepal

and Pakistan.

 

I was born here in a nook of a village which

already changed its name as I did, I changed my

name when I moved to urban, I grew up as a loafer

kicking the dust in the air.

 

If you are coming to my country don’t forget to

visit Rara Lake, it’s about four thousand feet above

the sea level which is surrounded by a wee valley

of the cliff, and it’s more different than your

country.

 

 

 

Roit Bhattarai
VISIT NEPAL 2O2O

THE MIRACLE DRINK WE ARE IGNORING
Roit Bhattarai



darker side not to reflect. Therefore, the ashes to

ashes will put together the smog and smashed

pieces into a cauldron with an undying fire to

prepare a potion, a poison which is as much

necessary and essential as much it is dangerous

and vicious.

 

I always find something so studious, so starchy,

and so blunt in one of Michael Jackson’s song,

‘They don’t care about us”, including the lines:

Skin head, dead head,

everybody gone bad Situation,

speculation, everybody litigation

Beat me, bash me, you can never trash me

Hit me, kick me, you can never get me.

 

Jackson vocalized the racism and its triumphalist

refrains, so, I observe in the ongoing notion of

materialistic and controlled life, we all are facing

the same in certain ways, and the attainment

kisses forehead of those who have enough

sarcasm to speak with logic, enough compass to

set the tempo with motive and enough courage to

walk and creep alone to the road always not taken.

 

From Hercules to Bros Brothers, from Apple to

Microsoft, from a simple street boy to a public

figure, from the rejected, humiliated transgender

to a degree holder citizen; what is the purposive?

Who are the actual schemer and follower? The

Adrenaline soul boosting chemical itself in the

weary soul, in the ache of the heart and in the

popping blood stream of this introvert, sad, aloof

and misunderstood saint.

 

The forlorn saint once finding his or her skew of

the labyrinth of the thoughts and abstracts will

start swirling around the whole universe in such

bliss and pattern that one after another ladder

themselves will pave for him the predicament

towards eternity, towards success and towards

carefree vibes from the trends and customs. Why

the most skilled ones in the instruments dance and

enjoy so immensely? Because he found the thread,

his heart’s string and ashes of his ruin get strung

with the notes and notches of every beat.

 

So as the case with the drapery of transformation,

trance, that the destruction or loss becomes the

art, the artistry of patience, of adoration, of

immensity, of intensity and above all the 
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Elizabeth quoted this line in her famous “Eat, Pray and

Love”, giving us a profound genuine study of life in a

crested form. Why we always cleave to the darker side

of life, its traumatic impact and its depression? Maybe,

we have started living in an fanciful, imaginary and

more stable world in our minds in a rare real state to

this extent that now, we are unable to see the veritable

factor of sadness, loss, and wreckage. In fact, the

exhausted and ruined souls become introverts for this

very reason because the most wonderful world and its

most judicious, dignified beings are not interested to

look inside them for being the outcast or for being the

snobbish ones.

 

The point to adhere to is that is their reserve or coy

nature is something which is not acceptable, or the

other side of the perspective is more sheen. For me,

the one who is sensitive enough to feel unfelt and to

see the unseen is actually an introvert, an intuitional

instinctive being, bearing and sipping the venomous

of materialistic incentives all alone in his or her

sanctuary.

 

Getting back towards the title and its opaque and

diverse meaning; Ruin, by its literal bulk, can be the

loss, destruction but in its superficial extreme, I

instance a demolished or discarded form, soul,

substance, city or even a relation can be best fitted to

its crux. The dust and ashes stimulus work in an

imaginary spell bounded tempt. All wreckage and

depression faced by every soul and body in any phase

can succor to a beginning, a spiritual journey to the

reason, surrender to the flow of episodes, an

acceptance to clasp what comes and to find what will

perish the fumes of the decay and disintegration.

 

All these devotions sound more philosophical and less

practical, but the real side is as much paralleled as it is

repelled. The most established, the most reputed, the

most cherished and the most lovable are the ones with

a history, with an embark of decades, of loneliness, of

detachment, abandonment, poverty or hunger or even

the worst rejection. The most famous public figures to

the most preferred entrepreneurs are having a pinch

of curiosity, a struggle to achieve the milestone, a 

RUIN IS THE ROAD TO TRANSFORMATION : 
Anum Shabbir
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accommodation. Only those can be

transformed with the trips of tranquil serenity

that can enjoy being the one rejected,

restricted, betrayed, buried alive, banished or

busted. The road to transformation demands

deadly dandelions of demonization. We must

dive in the deep, dense forest of darkness to

find the morning star, the glittery glisten

morning dew drops and to follow the path of

persistence with a prospect intention of

determination. Destiny is preordained but the

chances to purr gate and purification are

countless and thus, rust gets refines of

tangible boulevards.

 

Closing the philosophical fest with my lines:

Ruffles roving in the rift roughly

Retreat, regain in the roar;

Of the rubbles in the ruin.

To rectify the restless and relentless

Rage in the cage.

Rest thy reef upon rashes

Rebuild thy road upon remains.

Robust and reminiscence

Relish the rust of the ruins.

Perish the pearls of the ruins.

Ruin you, you ruin the ruins

Tape the tune to get tuned

With the flute of fire And firm.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ayesha Fayyaz
THE ONE-LINER

Art of conversation can help drop a

bombshell in the form of nuts, to the

real world squirrels, so come up with

polite words. You don’t have to be the

kind of person who speaks and sets the

world on fire, instead, talk nice and

light, help others laugh, try and own the

customs of saints. It’s a two-way

therapy, you harness your positive

energy while talking sweet & others

would smile on the symphony of your

kind words, which will make them

happy. So, our liner of life must “speak

to bring happiness, because happy is

good”.
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Away from the world, hidden in the debris, sits the child,

afraid of the world, afraid of the torture, the assault he

faces, Why? You may ask. Well, because his crime is that

he rose his voice, to get freedom, the thing we all have,

the thing he and his family are struggling for and have

struggled before.

 

His crime is that he is from Sudan. Being black is his

crime. Being able to stand for injustice for savageness

for cruelty is his crime.

 

Right now our brother country Sudan is facing crises

and attacks from its own people. This child isn't the only

one, Thousands of him are fighting in this world,

Thousands of him are present is Kashmir in Syria in

Palestine.

 

What do they need? They do not desire these worldly

pleasures like you and I, All that they desire is to sleep in

tranquility in their parents' embrace. Every night they

sleep without knowing that whether or not they get to

see the sunshine tomorrow.

 

It's heartbreaking that we watch the news daily but all

we see is that this Specific Politician stood up, he sat

down, he smiled, he cried and what not.

 

Is this what we have become? Is this how we want our

youth to be? Is it? Deprived of any feeling, Cold

Heartless, and savage?  Do we realize that we are sitting

in our shelters peacefully while they are facing atrocities

by their own Army?

 

The Army, that is supposed to protect you from foreign

invasions, just like a parent protects you from the evils. If

your own army goes barbaric on you, whom are you

gonna seek help from?

 

Let's save them by taking a step towards them, A step...

A single step is all I ask for. Because the journey of a

thousand miles begins from one step. Let's take this step

because anything you do MATTERS!

PROJECT SUDAN
MANAL IRFAN

 

 

 

Not so long ago a fellow of mine came up to me and said

that “hey i got big news “, Upon asking she replied, that

she had asked everything about the injections which

could make the skin complexion fairer. I said okay good

for you, and she said that why don’t both of us give it a

try? It’s an easy procedure and cheap also. I was

shocked, and i nodded and said no, if you want it you

can get but i really don’t want the TREATMENT because

somewhere i was quite comfortable in my skin plus I

never thought i was ill.

 

This is quite a little something to bother but it conveys

the horrible image of the society we live in. Our society

is always afraid to commit a crime or any act if

humiliation alone. Everyone needs someone besides

them along the process to put the blame on later. The

dilemma of the fair complexion or i would say the

INFERIORITY COMPLEX is really a big-time thing in our

society. People insecure about their body would body

shame others, people insecure about their complexion

would shade others. Well, all this for nothing but to feel

good and to create the illusionary balance for their own

nerves.

 

How horrible and low of a person it would be that one

feels satisfied when one hurts others or drags others in

one’s low esteemed life. See, every person is a whole in

his place he has it all, and always KNOW that no one

gets happy when he gets unasked opinions from

random people.

 

Be the supreme of your life and if you can’t become

better then don’t make things worse for others. Be a

better Human.

Your Painful Unasked Opinions
Fehriya Fatima Awan
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On 13 August the world celebrates the differences and

the uniqueness of the left-handers every year. Lefties

have merits and demerits too. Every 7 out of 10 people

around the globe are left handers. In other words, 708

million humans are lefties. 

 

Studies say that thirteen % are lefties in the world. Men

have more chances to use their left-hands as compared

to women. That is to say, twelve % of men and eight % of

women. This year it’s the 30th left-hander’s day.

 

Such people should tell their families and friends that

they are proud of their uniqueness. Even if a majority of

people in the world are right-handers. They should tell

everyone of their problems.

 

1% of people are ambidextrous in the world. They can

use both hands.

 

History

Parents thought that left-handedness was evil. Society

will disassociate with them. In 1860, two % were lefties,

and four % were left-handers in 1920. According to a

survey, ten to thirteen % are lefties in the world. Parents

don’t force kids to use a right-hand comparatively

today. 

In 1976, Dean R. Campbell celebrated this day. He

founded Lefthanders International Inc. The Left-handers

Club created it in 1992.

 

Activities

• Sports matches

• In lefty zones, the right-handers use left hands to know

how it feels to use a different hand. 

• A tea party of left handers.

• Since 1990, the lefthanders club has spread awareness

of their issues. It researches on left-handedness and

more. 

• Products are available for lefties. For example, scissors

and can openers. 

• It’s of the successes of these south paws. Language for

lefties:

Left-handers are called sinister in Latin. Those who play

basketball are called southpaws. They are called Goofy

footed and more.

 

Reasons:

Left-handedness is in a person’s genes. If a parent has a

particular gene in his body, then one or more of his

children will be a lefty. Yet, those who have that gene,

then they will pass to his kids. 

The right hemisphere of brains controls a lefty’s

creativity, music and art. It controls emotions, genius

and perceptions too. This is the Holistic thinking. Other

reasons are birth weight, premature births and mother’s

age.

 

 

Qualities of Lefties:

Left-handers are visual

thinkers and interested in arts and music. They excel in

three-dimensional

perceptions, eye-to-hand coordination and sports, for

example:

• Tennis

• Basketball 

• Swim

• Fence

 

Lefties are better astronauts, computer designers and

multi-talented. They are intelligent. The survey of the

United States National Bureau of Economic Research

says that men left-handers earn 15% more than right-

handed men. For instance, Bill Gates, Bill Clinton,

George Bush and Barack Obama. Six out of ten goofy

footed pass driving tests the first time. The AA Driving

School states that they are at a 10% more advantaged as

compared to the right-handers. Matt Groening, who

drew the cartoon ‘The Simpsons’ was a lefty too. They

can see under water more easily. These people draw

things facing to the right. They can easily solve complex

problems. For instance, arithmetic.

 

Such people are often forced to use right hands. So,

they connect both hemispheres naturally. They are

wrongly assumed to be clumsy. Their right hemispheres

are more developed. So, they understand circumstances

fast.

 

Difficulties:

Left-handers might have issues in crossing the paths of

people and hugging. They have problems to put a

child’s socks and shoes on. It’s difficult to take food at

the dining table and following directions instantly.

 

Lefties can’t tie shoe-laces easily. They put clothes back

on racks the other way round. These have issues in

opening locks and organizing files back to front.

 

Left-handers put belts upside down and are comfortable

sitting on the left side. If parents force children to write

with right-hands, then they might stutter or suffer from

dyslexia. They reach puberty four to five months after

right-handers.

 

People assume that goofy footed have poor health and

die young. This can’t be proved, though. They have

more chances of Schizophrenia.

 

Conclusion

  To conclude, lefties are rare. Such people should be

proud of their uniqueness.

Le t-handers Day
Sumayah Ali
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Significance

Plant diseases are of paramount importance to

humans because they damage plants and plant

products on which humans depend on food, clothing,

furniture, the environment, and in many cases

housing. For millions of people all over the world who

still depend on their own plant produce for survival,

plant diseases can make the difference between a

happy life and a life haunted by hunger or even death

from starvation. The death from starvation of a

quarter-million Irish people in 1845 and much of the

hunger of the underfed millions living in the

developing countries today are examples of the

consequences of plant diseases. For countries where

food is plentiful, plant diseases are significant

primarily

because they cause economic losses to growers.

Plant diseases, however, also result in increased

prices of products to consumers; they sometimes

cause direct and severe pathological effects on

humans and animals that eat diseased plant products;

they destroy the beauty of the environment by

damaging plants around homes, along streets, in

parks, and in forests; and, in trying to control the

diseases, people release billions of pounds of toxic

pesticides that pollute the water and the

environment.

 

Role of Plant Pathologists

Plant Pathologists continually monitor the impact of

microorganisms on our food supply by their effects

on crop plant growth, infection of the harvests,

persistence in processed products, interaction with

the environment, and further spread in crop

production areas. They routinely measure economic

loss due to infection of plants by microorganisms and

this helps formulate economic and scientific research

policies to protect our plant food supplies. With the

expected increase in the world’s population to

around 9.1 billion, increase in crop production which

includes limiting the effects of noxious weeds,

insects, and diseases incited by fungi, viruses,

nematodes, and bacteria will be needed to meet this

challenge. Plant Pathologists will play an integral role

by preventing the impact of plant diseases in the field

through the identification of effective management

strategies, understanding the interactions among the

host, pathogen, vector, and the environment,

monitoring any changes in the pathogen population,

and utilizing reliable techniques, including molecular

techniques for rapid evaluation and identification of

resistant crop germplasm sources. The

prevention of storage losses due to microorganisms,

some of which have the capacity to produce

mycotoxins both in the field and in storage also will

be a critical factor in increasing food security.

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction

Plant Pathology is the scientific study of diseases in

plants caused by pathogens (infectious organisms)

and environmental conditions (physiological factors)

Organisms that cause infectious disease  include

fungi, oomycytes, bacteria , viroids, virus like

organisms, phytoplasmas, protozoa, nematodes and

parasitic plants.Plant pathology also involves the

study of pathogen identification, disease etiology,

disease cycles, economic impact, , how plant

diseases affect humans and animals, pathosystem

genetics, and management of plant diseases.

A principal application of Plant Pathology is the

protection of crop yields, ensuring high food quality,

maintaining low spoilage during post-harvest

storage, and understanding the host-pathogen

interaction.

 

History

The oldest testament of the plant pathology was

found, and it has been recorded in Homer 1000 B.C.

and 750 B.C. They were feared civilization as human

diseases and the war. Even in the bible also there was

mentioned the many kinds of plant diseases. In the

Greek philosopher like the Democritus in 470 BC,

there was the mentioned of the plant diseases. They

describers the plant diseases in the form of the

blights.

Theophrastus wrote the two books on the plant

pathology and utilizes olive oil for the control of the

plant diseases from the extract of the olive oil.

However, the exact era of the plant pathology was

begun from the 1200AD form the mistletoe research

on the plant pathology. Peoples suffer from the

hunger and malnutrition due partially to diseases

destroy their crops.

 

In the mid-1600 century, there was the observation of

the French farmers that wheat rust disease was very

severed in the place where the Barbary bushes grow

nears by, the farmers’ observation was that the rust

was produced in the Barberry plants and from there it

moves into the wheat. So, they ask the French

government at that time to cut the barberry bushes

and passed the legislation to cut the bushes and to

control the diseases.

 

In 1670 the ergot disease of the grains was observed

by the French physician Thoulier.

In 1729 the Italian plant pathologist Micheli

describes the new genera of the fungi and illustrated

their reproductive structures. In 1755 the Frenchmen

Tillet working on the smutted wheat, and they found

that they can increase the number of the wheat plants

by the means of the covered smut.

 

 

 

Plant Pathology an Introduction
Muhammad  Umair
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Over the centuries, Plant Pathologists have been at the

forefront in addressing a number of plant diseases

epidemics such as late blight of potato, coffee rust,

Panama disease of bananas, leaf blight of rice, etc., that

have caused enormous crop failures and resultant

famine and mass migrations. In order to feed the ever-

increasing world population, annual cereal production,

including wheat will have to be increased to around 3

billion tons by 2050, when compared to today’s output

of 2.1 tons. Therefore, losses due to biotic and abiotic

stresses will have to be minimized to reach this goal.

Plant diseases cause significant losses to cereal crops,

for instance, under severe stem rust epidemics on

wheat, yield loss can reach 70%. It is imperative that

Plant Pathologists continue to find solutions to plant

disease epidemics.

 

 

 

 

Today, I would like to share how to closely analyze your

life, and what changes you need to make it better?

There are some facts that you need to know about your

life.

 

Sometimes, people think that life is too hard to live. They

easily get exhausted of living struggling life. While

others think that they have no purpose to live. Even they

give up easily and never try to accept the challenges of

life. Such kind of people never try to find out the

solution of their problems. And then they feel

themselves like losers.

 

For this, you need to believe and understand the

mystery of life. You know what; life is all about your

perceptions. In my point of view, it’s like an art that how

a person perceives the things and tackle the overall

circumstances of life. And that’s my point that you need

to learn this art.

 

I have closely observed life along with its twisted path-

anything can happen because it is unpredictable.

Undoubtedly, we can say that life has no straight lines; it

is just like a twisted path. So, anything can happen at

any moment. Sometimes, you get everything in your life

that you craved for and sometimes, it doesn’t go well as

you planned.  At that point, you feel yourself lost and

unable to find a right track.

 

Let me explain the point to you. Have you ever asked

yourself 'how many times you feel stagnant at some

point of life? Do you ever face procrastination in your

life? Or do you think that why you ruminate?' Well, in

such cases, rumination gets you nowhere and distracts

you in the accomplishment of your smart goals.

 

The fact that everybody knows but never tries to

understand is that, sometimes, life doesn't go as you 

planned, and it moves on a twisted path.

Simultaneously, it hurts when life seems meaningless

and you expect a lot, but nothing happens right. So, it is

the actual time, when you make efforts to move it on a

smooth track. However, life offers you unlimited

opportunities, but it all depends on you to grab them.

Whereas, In order to walk on a smooth path, you just

have to broad your perspective that would help you to

understand the things easily.

 

Another mystery of life, when you make continuous

efforts, but you fail to change its direction. But the great

thing is that the change is going to come. For this, you

need to understand that procrastination is another word

of protection. So, no need to be upset, just add a

purpose to your life by making yourself as a productive

and focused person.

 

Likewise, in order to bring some drastic change in your

life, you just need to remember that you need to get rid

of your own barriers to success and secondly, you have

to wait patiently for the right time.

 

The most important is, if you feel satisfied with your life,

then you shouldn’t bother it with your mind, but if you

think, there’s something more to life that doesn’t satisfy

you than you need to make more efforts to solve the

mystery of life.

 

The first thing, you need to understand that the mystery

of life lies within you. So, don’t look for the solution

outside, because if you look outside, you may get

caught up even in the simplest situation of life. This is

the fact that usually we don’t understand and look

outside for the solution.

 

Every person has different perceptions towards life.

However, life is too good to all and serves every human

being equally.  But the thing is, we are dependent on

others for everything in life. When you dig deep inside

yourself, you will know how much you are capable to do

a lot of things in your life. Once you did, you would feel

like you are bigger than any challenge. And that would

be a process of development which helps you to nourish

yourself.

Another best way to understand the mystery of life is to

accept and face the small challenges, & also deal them

accordingly. Don’t be afraid of it, because every

challenge brings a lesson for you that helps you to avoid

mistakes in future. Don’t get amazed. It’s a gradual

process which takes a lot of time. So, nothing happens

overnight. You have to start your journey with itty-bitty

steps. Once you learn to deal with simplest situations of

life, you will easily get over from the complex situations

as well. In this way, you will feel yourself empower, and

next time you won’t feel lost in any situation of life.

The ways of getting to know your life 
Pirah Aijaz,
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Likewise, you can do a lot of things, such as; you can let

go of the fears as well as your worst past or bad phases

of life. Extract all the negativity and grudges from your

life so that  you can live your life peacefully. What’s

more, you can be aware yourself from all the things

around you, such as; your relationships, belongings,

circumstances and so on. This will slowly improve your

perceptions towards life.

 

Remember that; life is a precious gift from Almighty

Allah, and you have to take care of it by loving yourself.

Your purpose of living is to realize the soul from within

which can be only possible when you connect yourself

to Allah. Once you connect with HIM, you will find

everything in your life. It’s all about spiritually finding

yourself amidst of chaos.

 

However, these are the mysteries that you should know

to get to know your life and bring some changes into it.

So, let’s start a new journey of finding yourself.

 

 

 

 

Khawaja Shams-ud-Din Muhammad Hafez-e-Shirazi, who

lived six years hundred years back in Iran, is a renowned

and universal poet. He is considered as the most read

and cited figure of Persian culture, where people learn

and memorize his verses of his poem and many of his

poems are used as proverbs or sayings. The work of the

14-century poet, Hafez, is regarded as a pinnacle of

Persian literature for centuries. His manner of expression

has improved and produced valuable charges in Persian

dictionary more than Shakespeare in English language.

 

Hafez primarily wrote in the literary genre of lyric poetry,

that is the perfect style for communicating and

expressing the ecstasy of divine artistry and mystical

form of love poems and ghazels is predominantly

inspired by the work of Rumi (Jalal ud din Muhammad

Balkhi), Saadi, Farid-ud-Din,and Nizami. Hafiz’s ghazals

are self-contained line, which are generally consists of a

single meter, a single rhyme and sometimes a ‘Radif’.

One of the prominent features of his poetry is his ironic

tone, which is applied to spotlight hypocrisy of his time,

Love, spirituality, protest and wine are the leading

themes expressed in his poems and ghazals.

 

There is no established version of his collected work

accepted Divan-e-Hafez, which includes 500 ghazals,42

Rubayees and a few Ghaseedehs, composed over a

period of 50 years. Muhammad Golamdaan,Sayyid Kasim

e Anwar compiled 569 of his poems.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is believed that he was deeply inspired by the beauty

and majesty of a young lady named Shak-e-Nabat, to

whom he used to deliver bread. He wrote poetry worthy

of beloved’s beauty.

 

In his poem ‘The Gift’ translated by Daniel Ladinsky,

Hafez says;

Love has

Befriended Hafez so completely

It has turned to ash

And freed

Me

Of every concept and image

My mind has ever Known.

 

From: ‘I Have Learned So Much from God’

In quest of attaining his beloved, he kept vigil for 40

days. Upon accomplishing his task, he met Attar and

happily embraced him as his disciple after attaining God

realization.

In poetry, Hafez gone to certain phases. ‘Spiritual

Romanticism’, came in his writing when he became poet

at the court of Abu Ishak. In this phase, Hafez got much

fame and respect in Shiraz. When Mobarez Mozaffar

expelled him from his position of Quranic teacher at the

college, Hafez wrote ‘Protest Poems’, against the

decision made. When Hafez position was restored as a

teacher at the college by Shah Shuja, he started his

phase of ‘Subtle Spirituality’ in his poetry. His later

poetry talks of his longing for Shiraz to meet Shakh-e-

Nabat, his spiritual master and to be united with God.

 

In his poetic work, Hafez uncovered hypocrisy of every

individual who has set himself up as guardians, judges,

and members of good integrity. To Hafez, they present

as good and otherworldly pioneer while they secretly

practice those sins that urge others not to submit. Hafez

mentioned them with his pen name ‘Hafez’ and criticized

for their hypocrisy.

 

 

 

Hafez-e- Shirazi
Ammara Kalsoom
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He criticized hypocrites by saying that those who

pretend themselves as Wallis and Qalanders are similar

to singsong whining speeches of baggers as he says;

 

“A drinker who is devoid of cant/is superior to a piety-

seller who practices pretense.”

(25.4; ‘honest rends’)

 

Later on, he gave solution to hypocrisy in his poem by

saying;

 

Connect the heart to

the wine, so that it has body,

Then cut off the neck

of hypocrisy and piety of this new man.

 

From: ‘Wine of Unity’

 

Although being considered as skeptic, Hafez was a

Muslim, raised and nourished in Islamic community, his

devotion to Sufism cannot be ignored.

 

The Beloved sometimes wants

To do us a great favor:

 

Hold us upside down

And shake all the nonsense out.

 

But when we hear

He is in such a "playful drunken mood"

Most everyone I know

Quickly packs their bags and hightails it

Out of town.

 

From: ' Tired of Speaking Sweetly’ 

 

It should also be noted that his time, Shiraz was

engaged with mystical thought that it was nearly

impossible for anyone to avoid them.

 

My dear,

Let prayer become your beautiful Lover

 

And become free,

Become free of this whole world

Like Hafez.

 

From: 'The Gift'

 

Hafez died at the age of 70(1389CE) in Shiraz. Hafez’s

body was buried in Musalla Gardens, which is now

called Hafezieh.

 

 

 

 

1)  People Who Just Pass Their life:

They are in this world to process their life in the most

crumbled situations and just sustain themselves in order

for their existence. They have no concern with a thing

like entertainment, happiness and feelings. They often

use others for their survival. Whatever life throws to

them, they accept it as a compulsion and embrace every

hurdle. Sometimes when a situation is out of their limits;

they cripple, and their timeline so called life comes to

end and they vanish in the atmosphere like they never

existed before. These types of people can be very

commonly found in your surroundings. For example,

book worms of your class and selfish relatives.

 

2) People Who are Pass BY the life:

They are the most suffered people because they don’t

run their life instead life runs them. What life; means

society and environment give them, they accept it. They

are the most used persons. To them; feelings, one’s own

choice, self esteem and morality doesn’t matter. For

them; they don’t exist, they are only a component of this

society until their expiry date is passed and they are

thrown away and replaced by a new one. These people

don’t exist even when they are living. For example, most

employees governed by the bosses.

 

3)  People Who LIVE their life:

For them life is a pleasant surprise and the most

priceless gift of ALLAH. They accept only that situations

which are most suitable for them. They are self-

motivated and natural cultured. They LIVE each day of

life with a new source of happiness, refreshment,

courage and joy. They are very rarely found, and they

are the ones who can make life a wonder. For them

helping others, sharing knowledge, exploiting comfort

zones, enjoying each mode of life, snatching each

moment from time and surpassing the difficult situations

is the real meaning of life.

 

Life will not always be bitter, sometimes it will be sour,

sweet and even tasteless. You just have to allow yourself

to savor every moment with the accompanying taste.

LIVE each moment of your life; don’t destroy your life for

others. Explore, travel and cultivate your life. Make your

existence in the world. You are the One and ONLY One.

Three Types of People
RAHEEL AHMAD
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Before you get up, just know that you are going to

never look back at your failures negatively. Before

you get up, know that you are going to forget what

happened. Before you get up, know that you are

not going to repeat your mistakes. Before you get

up, think straight. Before you get up, know that

nothing would hold the strength to bring you

down again. Before you get up, know that you

won’t let anyone else’s opinion over yourself.

Before you get up, know that you are your future

and no one else. Before you get up, know that

people would change again. Before you get up,

know that people could turn around, entangle

your life, create misunderstandings. Before you get

up, know that people would lie again, they would

mistreat again, they would judge again. Before you

get up, expect less.

 

The whole world revolves around counter-

reactions. Right when you start expecting things

from people, they would start to expect the same

from you. This fuss ends up in a mess and no one

does anything for anyone and ends up blaming

each other for all the wrongs.

 

The key to evolve is to know where you stand,

where did you go wrong, what made you

vulnerable and what made you the culprit.

Unnecessary complaints and hopeless attempts

make you weak. The blame game is the easiest

way out and this way you are already admitting

that you don’t hold yourself responsible enough

for your actions. So, the next time before you get

up, know that at times you might be at fault and

not the other, and know that you would fix things.

 

 

 

 

What is LOVE? In the present era of science and

technology, an Individual's answer would be that

love is an emotion. But according to me, it's NOT

an emotion or feeling. Love is something depicted

through your actions, something that clearly

elaborates your priorities, and something that is

actions, not words. Love is what expressed in the

life of people. It's beyond explanations. It's easy to

say and hard to prove. Let's start from the

beginning. The first day you cried, you opened

your eyes in this world. Does someone ask your

parents to love you? It's love that girdles you in its

shackles. No one can ever insist you to love. It is

not something that can be imposed. You're never

reluctant to love.

 

Now, move forward. When you were a kid and you

used to mess up with your siblings but after every

fight, you became friends once more. Stealing

each other's goods, fighting over TV remote or

toys. Those days ended and you stepped into

teenage, your parents used to scold you a little

more, but It was love behind those words which

was necessary for your upbringing as an Honest

individual.

 

These were a few of those little experiences which

almost all of us have experienced in our life.

Moreover, love is those stories which you used to

listen to from your grandparents, love is

celebrating the surprise birthday party of your

friend, Love is all the members of the family sitting

together under the same roof having a meal. Love

is not restricted to people only. Love can be seen

in a soldier's heart ready to Sacrifice his life for his

native land, Love can be found in mosques,

churches, and temples, Love can be with a hobby

that elevates it to the level of passion.

 

Consequently, the true definition of love is It is not

what you say, it is what you show. If we

understand the true definition of love, our attitude

will be different. If love is understood, then surely

that day is not so far when this world will turn into

Heaven. No doubt, all the colors of life are

illuminated through love. It's Love that makes us

optimistic that although with many evils in the

society at least there's something that makes the

world a tolerable place.

Before You Get Up
Bashair Naeem

WHAT IS LOVE?
SARA ALI
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Feels like self-drowning? Seems like things are not

going the way they were meant to be? Life is just

getting out of your hands?  Finding yourself either

in the warmest hell or in the deepest ocean? Scary

scars are not healing, or you are not letting them

heal? Chewing over and over makes you think that

either happenings are real, or reel may be. There is

likelihood that you are overthinking. Having hope

of healing might work someday or at any moment.

Things will work out as they are supposed to. By

the falling sand, everything Will be sorted out.

Your will shall overcome your terrors. You will heal.

You will remold. You will get a grip of yourself. You

will fabricate a better version of flawless you. You

will trim a diamond out of stones. Your life will get

through transitions. A transition from love to life. A

transition from hope to blessing. A transition from

storm to rain. A transition from hell to heaven. A

positive perception of getting the glimpse of the

things will make you strong, strong enough to

bring back your lost allure. Your lost spark will

come back. Your frailty will become you might. Not

everything is meant to stay forever. Everything has

an expiry date. But the thing that matters is that

you gratify the things to your fullest. Earn from it.

Get a lifetime interest. Something that you could

cherish in rest of your life. Because, you are not

worthless, everything existing in this universe is

worthy. Your every single breath means to this

world of valuables. It is said that relationship alters

with the changing time.  But there are some

relations that come pussyfooted but leave lifetime

embedded marks either named Scars or Love.

Embrace your adorable scars. Get through It. Grow

through it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I perceive a frantic world around me; a fast-

growing materialistic world; entirely devoid of the

passions of compassion and kindness; never ready

to listen to the oppressed, the distressed; an

intolerant world. What a pleasure it would be if I

might be able to make this world hear my voice!

 

If the world hears my voice; I will make my voice

the voice of the one subjected to tyranny. Tyranny

of every sort-from domestic violence to the nation-

wide massacre being conducted in the world, from

the meager spectacles of maltreatment often not

considered by us to the oft-discussed national

issues of subjugation.

 

If the world hears my voice, I will relate to the

world the story of the depressed child who is

fearful of the competition faced by him in his cadre

.I will narrate to the world the sentiments of a

dying young artist inside a medico who has been

forced into medicine by dint of his parents’

pressure on him .I will tell the world how an

employee working day and night feels when his

strenuous efforts are left un appreciated by his

employer .I will make the world known to the fact

that criticizing a growing artiste leaves a drastic

impression on his career as well as on his soul .I

will tell the world how deadly it is to snatch the

freedom of speech of a common man, to make an

independent nation suffer under the yoke of

slavery ,to make the dreams of a young girl fall a

prey to the stake holders of patriarchy ,to demolish

the  self-respect of the frail for the satisfaction of

your own ego.

 

If my words carry weight; I want to tell the world

that this society…this world is made by putting

together the individuals. Any individual cannot

spend a day without casting his impact on this

world. Our world is what it is because we are what

we are. Our lifetime is too short to waste it in

materialistic pursuits, unhealthy competitions and

suppressing the one who is weaker than us. We

need to ponder what we are going to give to our

future generations. We must modify our attitudes

and amend our mentality. We have to live and let

live. Only then can we make our world a better

place to live.

A Scar Story
Sabeera Butt

IF THE WORLD HEARD MY VOICE
Rameesa Wajid



product of the cultural, traditional and social

influences of the Pashtun people. The instruments

mainly used in Folk music are Rabab, Sitar, Baja

(Harmonium), Shpelai (flute) and Tabla.

 

Abdur Rahman Baba was a Pashtun poet of

Peshawar in the Mughal Empire. He along with his

contemporary Khushal Khan Khattak are known for

their work. Rahman Baba has received a large

amount of praise and his work is regarded by many

Pashtuns to be far more than poetry and next only

to the Quran. The Pashtun sufi master Saidu Baba

said “If the Pashtuns were ever asked to pray on a

book other than the Quran, they would

undoubtedly go for Rahman Baba’s work”.

 

Pashtun has always made Pakistan proud. Here is

the list of some of the Pashtun making us all

proud.  Ghulam Ishaq Khan (7th President of

Pakistan), Gul Hasan Khan (Lieutenant General Pak

Army), General Hameed Gul (Pak Army), Palay

Khan (Leader of prominent freedom fighters

during British rule), Karnal Sher Khan ( Nishan-e-

Haider), Khushal Khattak (poet), Ahmad Faraz

(Pakistani Urdu poet), Imran Khan ( Former

Cricketer and Prime Minister), Shahid Khan Afridi (

Cricketer), Khan Abdul Ghani Khan ( Pashtu poet),

Younis Khan ( Cricketer), Ismail Batikhel ( Pashtu

singer) and many more.

 

Alexander the Great wrote a letter to his mother

while he was fighting in Afghanistan. “ I am

involved in the land of leonine ( lion-like) and

brave people, where every foot of the ground is

like a wall of steel. Mom, you have brought only

one son into the world, but everyone in this land

can be called an Alexander”.

 

“Pukhtoon with love will accompany to the hell but

with force not even to the heaven” ~ Bacha Khan.
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Pashtun are the people who live in Southeastern

Afghanistan and the Northwestern province of

Pakistan. They are one of the largest ethnic groups

in Afghanistan. Pashtun are traditionally pastoral

nomads with a strong tribal organization. Each

tribe is divided into clans and sub clans. Pashtuns

have lived for centuries between Khurasan and the

Indian subcontinent, at the crossroads of great

civilization.

 

Pashtuns are made up of about sixty tribes of

varying sizes (some of them are Mohmand, Afridi,

Orakzai, Batikhel, Yousafzai etc). Each one

occupies its own territory. Pashtun are the basic

ethnic group in Afghanistan. In Pakistan, Pashtun

predominate the North of the town of Quetta,

between the Suleiman mountain ranges and the

Indus river.

 

Pashtu is the language of Pashtun and the official

language of Afghanistan. It’s also the language of

12 million Pashtun in Pakistan. Pashtu belongs to

the North-Eastern group of

languages within the Iranian branch of Indo-

European. Pashtu is written in the Perso-Arabic

script. Some typical examples of the Pashtu

language are the words used for parts of the

Pashtun codes of morals and manners, called

Pashtunwali. These include milmastia (hospitality),

Tureh (courage; also, the word for sword), Badal

(revenge) and Ghayrat (protection of one’s honor).

 

A Pashtun tribal council is called a Jirga. They

make decisions by consensus and according to

the teachings of Pashtunwali. It predates modern-

day written or fixed-laws and is conducted to settle

disputes among the Pashtun people but to a lesser

extent among other nearby groups that have been

influenced by Pashtuns (historically known as

Afghans). Its primary purpose has been to prevent

tribal war.

 

Attan is the folk dance that originated in the

Pashtun group of Eastern Afghanistan and the

North-Western Pakistan. Attan began as a folk

dance conducted by Pahstuns during wedding or

at other celebrations. It is now considered as the

National dance of Afghanistan. Folk music is the 

Osama Dawood
THE PATHANS



Parents should detect these symptoms or early signs;

Child psychologists suggest that mental health

concerns should be caught as early as possible. Parents

should focus on tracking their children’s activities,

identifying issues, working on them, before these issues

become a disaster.

Understanding the causes of children’s mental health

difficulties is complex. Mental health difficulties are

caused by multiple factors that interact in different ways

depending on the individual child, family, and social

circumstances. Though, mental health disorders are

common, but the disheartening fact is that, several

children are not getting the right help they need. 

For this, parents need to keep their eyes open and trace

even the slightest of the mental illness symptoms and

bring their children to the concerning doctors.

 

TREATMENT OF MENTAL DISORDERS IN CHILDREN 

Some mental health problems can’t be cured but can be

treated. 

You can ensure that children can have the best mental

health possible, which means the best environment for

such children. 

In this case the environment at home, school and of

course the internet are some of the major concerning

areas.

Home environment  Parents can dictate the home

environment to make it a great safe and learning space

for the child. Talk to the children, do not let them be

carried away by devices.

Schedule play dates with other children, for example go

to parks with your kids and invite other kids there too.

School environment  A parent doesn’t have control in

the school environment, although they can influence

it. Make sure to actively listen to your child’s day at

school.Talk with their teachers about how they are

going in class.

Create a group chat with the other parents. Stay

informed.

 

Internet

This one is hard to manage because, children can

bypass anything blocked on the internet. Banning

anything will never help. Instead talk to the children

early on about how to use the internet. Let them make

the choice how they will use this great and powerful tool

 

 

Talk to them about what they are doing.  

 

The mental well being of children is very important,

good mental health allows children to develop the

resilience to cope with whatever life throws at them and

grow into well-rounded, healthy adults.
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There is no health without mental health.

Mental health plays a vital role in the child’s

development, learning processes and life. Good Mental

health helps children enjoy and benefit from their

everyday experiences. It helps children to develop

positive well-being around them, but that does not mean

they do not go through stress or worries. If a child’s

mental health is good, he can cope with the life’s

challenges easily.

 

A recent study estimated that approximate 8 million

children have at least one mental health disorder. It has

also been surveyed that a lot of parents fail to recognize

certain behaviors as a true symptom of mental illness.

Even if the parents could recognize, they worry about

their children being getting labeled with a mental

diagnosis that will follow them through their childhood

or adolescence.

Financial concerns may arise regarding the treatment

process. This fear among the parents prevents them

from presenting the real issue to the child practitioners.

 

COMMON MENTAL HEALTH DIFFICULTIES IN

CHILDREN 

Mental health difficulties effect children’s emotion,

behavior and child’s school at times.  The top five

mental disorders for children aged are:–

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)

Behavioral or personality disorder

Anxiety

Depression

Autism and Autism spectrum disorder

 

EARLY SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN

CHILDREN  

Increased Anger and Hostility.

Constant feeling of emptiness or sadness.

Isolation from friends or family.

Extreme feeling of guilt, or excessive fears and

worries.

Trouble understanding and relating to situations.

Change in eating habits.

Change in sleeping patterns.

Confused thinking or reduced ability to concentrate.

Difficulty focusing.

Detachment from reality.

Mood Swings.

Self-destructive behavior or Physical Harm

Lack of self-esteem.

More aggravated.

They become increasingly anxious.

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES IN
CHILDREN 
Sundeela Fayyaz
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It is important to know that in order to survive we

must have an animate self. The soul creates

naturally but now it’s our responsibility to maintain

the balance between inside and outside. If we are

sad internally but externally looking congenial,

this condition becomes obscure. We all have loved

ones in our lives with whom we share each and

every detail about ourselves. It seems difficult to

share our personal issues with others but we can

easily discuss each and everything with whom we

put much credence. But sometimes that person is

not available or may be he/she becomes peeve.

Due to their annoying behavior, we start to evade.

We turn ourselves towards more darkness and the

level reaches when it is impossible to go back and

the emptiness inside insists us to take our lives,

that’s the reason many teenagers take their lives.

We found many causes of depression that directly

and indirectly link with travail heart. And the

reason behind every success and failure is a

“Heart”.

 

Here is an example that will help you to

understand how much you hurt others by doing

this intentionally or unintentionally. When we

born, we don’t know how to survive, we spent our

life according to our home ambiance, actually, our

home ambiance decides where we will lie in the

future. After the first day at school, a child contains

whacking stuff in his mind, he shares his feelings

with his parents. With the passage of time, the

parents got busy in their lives and they have no

time for their children.

 

Even in every second home in Pakistan, parental

dispute is major cause of child depression. when

sometimes one of them gets departed. The

remaining one is the only hope for the child but

instead of paying their attention to their children

either they got  married or busy in their daily life

and have no time for their children. On the other

hand, they are going empty with time. They start

concealing their feelings and the time reaches

when they feel depressed. They start searching for

love. Those unknown people that show love for

them avidly want to sacrifice their lives for them,

some cheat on them and they hurt so badly and

want someone to hear them but find no one and

also the doors of their homes are closed. Nothing 

seems to be possible for them. After a long time of

concealing their worst condition they either learn

to live with this condition, sad inside but congenial

outside and people, even their guardian unable to

understand their actual feelings. They thought that

they are actually happy and live their lives fully

and do not concentrate on them. With the passage

of time, some of them annoyed from their life and

take it away and some lives with an empty soul

that’s the reason we called it depressed

generation.

Suggestion:  Now it’s the huge responsibility of

parents to take care of their children and make

friendly relations with them or make them enough

strong so they can easily survive with or without

them. If the parents get departed it’s the

responsibility of the caretaker to be aware of them.

Do not put your child on the so-called liberalistic

world alone, this act can spoil your child’s life.

Always show your children that you are always

here for them don’t find ashamed about your bad

deeds in front of parents, when you really want

advice. Parents, please try to understand their

situation and guide them according to the

situation.

 

“Be the Friend of Your Own Child, Save Child, Save

Pakistan”

Save Child Save Pakistan
Farah Basharat



History also revealed that theses chrizmatic room

was occupied by  God Shiva and his wife Sati

(amazingly ridiculous).

 

The sanctuaries at Katas are mostly developed on

square platforms. The elevation of the sub shrines

seems to form a series of cornices with small rows

of pillars, crowned by a ribbed dome. The

architecture of temples overall is enchanting.

 

The widened walls seem to be burdened with

several told and untoled tales.

 

These tombs are located at the altitude of 2,000 ft

and interestingly surrounded by salt range.

According to Alan Cunningham, the first Director

General of the Archaeological Survey of India in

1872-73 CE, Katas raj is the 2nd sacred place in

Punjab after Hindu pioneers first being

Jwalamukhi in Himachal Pradesh.

 

Some years before due to the usage by cement

factory located nearby and plantation of

eucalyptus tree the water level of this pond started

decreasing but recently government retained the

water level.However growing algae and  other

filthy organism is still risky for health.

 

This piece of culture and immense secrets was

also visited by former Indian Deputy prime minister

Krishna Advani in 2005.

 

Now a days this beautiful landscape gaining

commercial importance as showbiz photos are also

shooted here.
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Let the water flow 

Let the winds blow

Amidst more hardships,

 and less affluence 

Find the way to grow   

 ~ Mahwish Talib

 

The history of Katas Raj Temples (complex of

several Hindu temples - Qila Katas) is as old as

thousands of years and is as interesting as a story

of war, love, religion and peace could be. Temples

located in Chao Saidan Shah, District Chakwal,

28km from Kallar Kahar Lake and can be travelled

via M2 Motorway These majestic buildings were

built in 7th century.

 

The elegance of tombs, mystery in history, silence

of bushes and gelidness buried in ample walls can

be sensed through furlongs.  It is believed that

Pandwa’s brothers lived for 12 years in Katas and

assembled the sanctuaries of Satghara.

 

Katas Raj, a conglomeration of temples preserves

at least 1500 years’ worth of history ranging from

Buddhist era to British rule in that particular space.

 

Sacred pond: created from the teardrops of God

Shiva while weeping over his dead wife. Hence

believed to be contained with ‘magical powers.

 

However local people use this pond for bath as an

adventure.

Today, these temples play religious role for Hindus

as well as have a historical gravity for Pakistan. Not

only people from all the Pakistan visit this place

but also it is a center of special worship for the

people of India.

It is also said that Katas Raj is the place where

Alberuni measured the circumference of earth,

read the Sanskrit and wrote his book ‘Kitb-ul-Hind'.

 

 

Mahwish Talib
Katas Raj a dazzling place to visit

This historical place

representing its

cultural norms

gives a tweet of

travel from

demureness to

zenith

Photography: Mahwish & Amna.
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“Pakistan cricket at its best. One minute down. Next

minute up.” These words from Nasser Hussain in the

final of ICC Champions’ Trophy 2017 totally depict

the way Pakistan cricket has been since it came into

being.

 

If we go back into 2009 when the famous attack on

the SriLankan team was the heart of every

newspaper, the integrity of Pakistan was damaged

and what made the situation even worse was that

international cricket got banned in Pakistan. Could

anybody think that Pakistan is going to win

something huge in a mere 3 months’ time? Definitely

NO! But we are the unpredictable! Pakistan won the

ICC World T20 at the Home of Cricket. This is vintage

Pakistan. They always produce something that puts

the world in awe.

 

Such fairytales have always been a part of Pakistan’s

cricket. Who can forget the 1992 triumph when a

debate about unpredictability is going on? Starting

the campaign with a few losses. Depending on other

teams’ results in order to qualify for the knock-outs.

Then whipping through the favorites. All of this was a

part of that World Cup win under the leadership of the

great Imran Khan. Again, the world was shocked as no

one would have believed that this team would go on

to capture the world in Melbourne!

 

 

Predictably Unpredictable!
Osama Bhatti

The illustrious Champions’ Trophy 2017 campaign is worth a

mention here. Starting on with a gigantic defeat to the arch-

rivals faded Pakistan’s chances in the tournament but again

we are not done until we say we are done! Pakistan ended up

winning the tournament. Beating the favorites in the semis and

thrashing India by a mammoth 180 runs in the final was what

added up to the unpredictability of this team.

 

Pakistan has traditionally relied on match winners who play a

high-risk game rather than on solid steady players which is the

major reason behind them being UNPREDICTABLE.

Unpredictability isn’t as good as is consistency. But then if

Pakistan is not consistent it’s better in a way that nobody can

take them lightly provided that most of the time Pakistan is the

weaker side.



 

 

 

"Tring, Tring , Tring" 

"Damn Cole who's calling you at this time," said my

umm what should I call her chick? Fling? I think

'Miss I don't care about' would sound better

because I don't know her name.

" I don't know baby," I replied even though I knew

which piece of shit is calling me right now, none

other than my worst nightmare My jackass best

friend Brandon.

I removed the sheets and walked towards the shelf

that was placed near the door where I always keep

my phone, its beeping sound was playing a great

role in pounding of my head. The light in the room

was dim as always because I'm not a big fan of

bright lights. On screen of my cellphone Brandon's

name was showing up, duh i guessed it right.

I attended the call and without missing a single

second I burst out at him. "Seems like you need to

be schooled again so that they can teach you the

etiquettes Brandy boy, who the chicken calls

someone at 2 in the morning!!"

"Aww, coley cocky get your shit together and

come to the airport ASAP we've a freaking flight in

an hour", Brandon replied with his oh people listen

to my voice it's so soothing just like an old

elephant.

"Shit, I forgot. I'll be there in twenty minutes till

then distract the Dad, my Brandy boy my savior my

everything", I hung up on him. And started running

towards the washroom to take shower.

After taking shower and getting all dressed up i

was about to leave the place when suddenly I

heard voice of snoring and then realization hit me

with a wrecking ball I have plastic factory in the

house too.

"Baby Baby, wake up we're going somewhere," I

said slowly yet loudly so that the bimbo can hear

and wake up. Thankfully she wasn't a heavy

sleeper and woke up abruptly.

"Where are we going sweetheart" she said in her

slutty voice in such a way as if I'm taking her to

some paradise in the middle of the night.

"Actually, I'm going to the airport and ...",

She suddenly got excited and didn't let me finish

my sentence.  "What?? AIRPORT??

are you taking me somewhere on vacation,

omigad i love you",
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Dusk or sunset is a beautiful phenomenon of

nature. It's the time when the sun sinks and the

world go dark. The shroud of the night covers the

dead world and it is entombed in slumber. All its

inhabitants too, succumb to the night. It happens

only because the sun goes away, taking with it the

light and life.

 

All over the world, sunset is regarded as the "end".

In art and literature, sunset time is known as a

symbol of the dusk of life – old age, deterioration,

regression, death. As the sun is the main source of

life, its 'sinking' means life is over. The setting of

the sun makes us keep everything aside and have

rest and sleep for the day. It has something to do

with our psychology as well. For artists and poets,

the dusk provides a feast for thought and

creativity. Nature manifests itself in beautiful and

mysterious colors. Yellow, orange, pink, red,

purple, blue, and gray make a surreal collage

within which the monarch of the sky disappears,

leaving the twilight as a witness.

 

Have you wondered, why the setting of the sun

means death and destruction only? The sun goes

away, but doesn't it come again the next day? We

sleep, but with the assurance that we will rise the

next day. Every day the sun wakes us up with the

same golden rays which had vanished the day

before. Sun comes back every day, so why should

its setting be looked upon as darkness and

deterioration? The belief in the morning asserts

the fact that sunset is more a symbol of hope, light,

and life than downfall, darkness and closure. The

sun is the same; the colors are the same at both

times; the birds chirp at both times; the only

difference is the directions where the sun comes

from and goes to. So the next time you see the

setting sun, never think of the coming darkness,

but be sure that the sleeping sun has taken every

pain and scar away, and you will be a new and

beautiful person the next morning when you open

your eyes. Every morning is a new day, another

chance the life has given you. So along with old

age and death, the setting sun is the promise of a

new tomorrow, of resurrection and of brightness.

Am I wrong in inventing a new symbol?

Khadija Arif
The Setting Sun CHAPTER 2  - "AIRPORT"

Nida Irfan



"Brandy, my darling I missed you so much baby ,

where were you last night I was feeling so alone in

the bed look even I'm not wearing makeup today

just to show you how sad I'm', I purred like girls",

Brandon shook away on the spur of the moment

their faces were a scene to watch I think I deserve

an Oscar for this acting.

" You ******!", That girl slapped Brandon with an

angry face and took the chit from his hand in

which her number was written and left the place

hastily.

Brandon was in shock after the slap because this

was the first time he was slapped by any girl. He

looked at me with a face similar to Spike in Tom

and Jerry.

"Oh Cole you're in trouble" RUN....

 

Olivia POV:

Early mornings of Netherlands are so peaceful,

they have a magical ability to calm an exhausted

person even the chirping of birds is so melodious

as if a person is listening to his favorite song. The

sun rise view is majestic and I never miss to see

this view, whenever the cool breeze touches you it

directly hits you with a mixture of relief and

mildness. But today all these things were not

working on me. Because today is the day i don't

want to live.

The day -that has potential to add more chili

powder in my miserable condition,6th june. The

day on which we're going to visit my granny in

Costa Rica. The place full of bad memories. I love

Costa Rica but there are few things in Costa Rica

that makes that place unbearable for me. Firstly,

my mom's family is a pain in the ass they're so full

of drama, especially Aunt Megan and her Barbie

dolls -her daughters Rosa and Stella and secondly

the restrictions.

Apart from these two, the main reason that's

making me hate Costa Rica is the person that I'll

have to face over there who I despise the most,

funny thing is my family knows all this still they're

dragging me into this anguish.

According to them, "Livee, it's been 3 years you

should forget all that and forgive him he was a kid

at that time", yeah yeah an eighteen years old kid.

I checked the time on the clock it was 5 in the

morning and we have a flight at 7 today. I tried to

leave my bed but in vain, this bed is the only loyal

thing in this world. It never wants to leave me and

is always there for me whenever I need it. Except
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Here comes the three fake words that girls use

whenever there needs are met . I rolled my eyes at

her "Wait, let me finish my sentence, I'm going to

the airport and you are going to your house or

wherever you want, even for the new rich ride, now

get out of the bed as soon as possible," she was in

shock after watching my this side well what can I

say she triggered me into saying this. Their girl

drama gets on my Nerve without a delay.

 

I called a cab for her and after getting rid of her I

moved towards my silver SUV where my driver

Jayson was waiting for me, I was running late. God

please save me from the wrath of my Dad, I

mumbled to myself.

 

"I heard it young boy," Jayson said with a smile on

his face. He's just like a second dad to me who's

been my driver since childhood I can bet on this

that he knows me better than my dad.  

"He'll  be  so  angry  this  time  he'll  really  fix  my

engagement  date  this  time  to  that...  "

 

I suddenly stopped myself from saying her name. I

have had enough.

"It's okay, loosen up. I just talked to Paul and he

said that there is a fault in private jet we'll be

leaving through other public airplane, that flight

will be an hour late",. He said with an assuring

voice.

"OH GOD, you responded to my request so soon,

you're great". Jason laughed slowly at this reaction

as if I'm still seven years old boy who is afraid of

his daddy after throwing ink on his important

documents. I looked outside the window, the

nights of Netherlands are so gloomy.

Rest of our ride was silent.

We arrived at the airport after ten. minutes,

Brandon was standing in the entrance talking to

some girl, jeez this man will never miss a chance to

flirt with a girl. He's a walking STD. Suddenly an

idea popped into my mind with the help of which I

can take revenge from him for messing up my

sleep. I took off my coat, opened the top two

buttons of the shirt and moved towards my target.

 

"Okay beautiful thanks for the number, I'll call you

later" Brandon told that girl.

And then taking advantage of the moment my

inner koala bear hugged the Brandon from the

back.



Suddenly my Mom turned towards me and her

expressions were just like what I wanted to see,

she was terrified as if she has seen some ghost.

" Olivia Joseph Spencer!!!!", She screamed.

"Yes Mommy", I replied while tucking my hair

strand behind my hair.

"You're looking beautiful honey “she said sweetly

while holding a glass of grape juice in her hand

and came towards me.

 

"Congratulations Olivia Spencer you failed, I told

myself.

Suddenly my mom threw the glass full of juice on

my shirt and looked at me with a look that was as

scary as looking at yourself in the mirror in dim

light at 3 am.

"Go and change now if you want to have those

pancakes “she said again, her mood changed.

Damn this woman is unbelievable. I guess she's

trying hard to not get pissed at me. I stood there

for a few seconds to respond to my mom but then

again, the aroma of pancakes engulfed me.

I couldn't say No to her because arguing with her

is like banging on a hard wall to open and

secondly the PANCAKES.

I went upstairs with a frown on my face and

changed into black jeans and mustard colour shirt

just for the sake of those pancakes.
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in one case when I'm in the middle of boring

calculus lecture, if only it has moving feet it'd be

there too.

Suddenly someone started knocking on my

room."Livee, Livee, are you awake darling,

breakfast is ready we're getting late”, shouted my

mom from outside.

"Mom, I'll be there for breakfast in five minutes,'' I

replied.

"Okay hun, be fast we have a flight in two hours”,

mom left after saying this.

I know, how can i forget that Mommy. She's being

extra nice to me today or else she'd have broken

down the door of my room for being late. Whatever

mom this time I'll annoy you so much that you'll

never take me to Costa Rica again.

After taking warm shower i took out my dress for

today the most revealing one, so that it could

damage the fuse of my mom's brain. It was white

sleeveless shirt that has "I'm a bad bitch" written

on it, with of course my shortest blue denim shorts.

 

Unlike other days today I caked my face with a lot

of makeup and wore dark maroon lipstick. I curled

my long straighten hair strands, wore black choker

that has a sign of skull on it.

Dark maroon lipstick with this dress would have

made me looked like a real Kardashian sister but

that's not possible because I lack booty. In shoes I

wore converse instead of high heels because heels

are uncomfortable for such long trips and I won't

be able to manage the pain in my feet later, for me

comfort level matters a lot when it comes to my

feet.

After dressing up for Halloween I mean Costa Rica

trip I went downstairs, there was a pleasant smell

of my favorite strawberry pancakes all over the

house that made me run towards the kitchen

speedily.

Where Dad was busy making pancakes for us

while Mom was pouring Juice and milk in the

glasses. Zack and Jacob my two fat brothers were

busy feeding their tanks. Lulia was as always just

eating an apple, She and her diets

" ¡Buenos días! ", I shouted as Loud as I can...

Everybody looked at me except mommy she was

picking pack of juice from the floor that she

accidentally dropped.

Lulia smirked, Dad went into shock, my two

brothers started laughing at me .

 

to be continued...in the next edition.



One day, Azam became weary of these dismal

thoughts and he decided to meet his luck. He

wanted to meet his luck to know why luck has

bestowed him with dreary life. So, he left his home

in the search of luck. In his journey to find luck, he

met with several renowned philosophers, teachers,

scholars, psychiatrists, and religious persons.

When did he ask where he can find luck?

Philosopher answered, “You can’t find and meet

luck, and you have to create your luck it’s inside

you!” The teacher told him to search for luck in

classrooms and books. Scholar uttered; “Go and

search for luck among your fellowmen.” The

psychiatrist said; feed your mind with positive

thoughts and you will not require to inquire about

luck. Religious persons told him to search for luck

in mosques and other places of worship. He

became bewildered with all these answers and

quicken towards bushy paths that were marching

to a forest. He entered the forest and sat under an

oak tree. He was very thirsty and tired, he looked

here and there to request any shepherd for water,

but there was no anyone. Thirstily he reclined oak

tree and fell asleep. He opened his eyes when an

oldster touched his shoulder. He looked at oldster

with listless eyes and again rested on the trunk of

the tree. Golden ager sat beside Azam took his

hand and said; you seem to be a pedestrian and

you are very tired, come with me it’s lunchtime.

Azam followed the aged person and he took him to

a small hut on the other side of the forest. He gave

Azam water to wash his face and hands, and they

both sat on a cot. An old woman carried rice meal

and butter to them. Azam requested the old lady

for a glass of water for he was very thirsty. She

fetched a glass of water from a pitcher of water.

After having lunch old man inquired Azam for

wandering in the forest. He replied; “I’m living an

unhappy and miserable life, I lost my father and

mother both, I don’t know why I’m having this bad

luck. I worked hard patiently and waited for my

good days, but they never came. I became

bewildered and left my home and sister alone to

search for luck. I want to ask my luck why it has

bestowed me a life full of tears. Can you tell me

exactly where I should search for luck?” The old

man stared in the eyes of Azam, cleared his throat

and said; “Well, I don’t know where you can find

luck, but I have something for you that will make

you feel proud one day for having such a wretched

and piteous life. And that day you will feel that 
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One day as Azam entered the house his sister was

sitting on the ground, the whole house was silent

as dark, despair was eating him from inside, he

came close to his sister and courage to ask her

about their old diabetic’s patient mother. She

cleaned her teary eyes and stood in front of her

brother “Azam! Ammaa (mother) was very serious,

Shoaib and Zubair took her to doctor in the nearby

hospital.” She replied.

 

Azam rushed out of his house towards the hospital

with teary eyes and ragged clothes. He

continuously ran about one mile and finally

reached the hospital. As he entered the hospital

what he saw was not less than a scene of

doomsday for him. “She is no more!” The doctor

revealed to Shoaib and Zubair. As Shoaib saw Azam

standing inside the gate, he came close and

hugged Azam.

“She left us!” Shoaib said.

Zubair also came nearer and Shoaib and Zubair

both hugged Azam simultaneously, for they were

only his friends in the town. “I was born unlucky, I

was born unlucky,” uttered Azam with eyes filled in

tears and with a broken heart. This was the second

time that he had feelings of being the unluckiest

person in the world. He felt inferior, despair, broken

and unlucky the first time when his father died

three years ago when he was only eighteen years

old.

Azam was the only brother of his only sister, living

in an old deteriorate house of the city with his

sister and mother. After the death of his father due

to cancer he shifted his family from the village to a

small town near their village. But now their mother

also left them both alone.

After the departure of the mother, Azam was caught

by inferiority and desperate feelings and he was

cursing his fate every single day, crying alone in

the darken rooms every night, feeling broken and

ill-fated for being orphan. But his brave and

debonair sister would always stand beside her

brother, every time encouraging and motivating

him not to feel broken and desperate. Whenever

she saw her brother crying lonely in the room, she

would always clean her brother’s tears from his

cheeks and would kiss his forehead affectionately,

for being the elder sister she was playing the role

of mother for her sorrowful brother.

 

The magical bowl: a motivational tale!
Jahan Zaib Brohi
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how foolish you were in the search of luck.” The

old man opened a coffer and took out a silver bowl

from it. He gave the bowl to Azam and said;

 

“Take this bowl with you and return to your home.”

Azam asked; “What should I do with this bowl? Will

it bring light in me darken life?”

Old man; “Yes! It will bring light in your life, but

you need to wait for that.”

 

Azam; “You are making flout of me. How can a

bowl bring light into one’s life?”

Old man; “Take this bowl with you and whenever

you feel broken, hurt or desperate and cry just put

your all tears in this bowl.”

 

Azam; “What will happen by doing so?”

Old man; “I want you to see practically what this

bowl brings for you. I will not tell you what is going

to happen as this bowl gets filled with your tears.

Be patient and carry on with your striving life.”

 

Azam took the silver bowl from the oldster and

returned to his home. He started earning his and

his sister’s bread by selling tea near a tire shop on

a doorway of his town. He would always keep the

silver bowl with him for whenever he had tears he

would put them in the bowl. He lived in this way

for three years, and whenever he felt downing and

cried lonely, he didn’t waste a single drop of his

tears, he always put them in the bowl. And one

night came when this silver bowl was filled with

tears. He slept and when in the morning he

awakened what he saw was a miracle for him, that

was like magic and it seemed that bowl was not a

common bowl, but it was a magical bowl. Every

single drop of tear in the silvery bowl was turned a

pearl. And the whole bowl was full of pearls. It was

an amazing scene, Azam was hovering over the

clouds of happiness in the sky of luck. He was very

happy, and hence bowl now had filled his darken

life with the flicker of pearls!

 

Moral: Your efforts, your struggles, your striving

life, your tears are also filling the magical bowl of

your life. Work hard and put every little bit of effort

in the journey of your dreams and be patient if you

encounter any setback and trust your Creator. One

day you will be better paid for all these tears and

efforts!

 

 

 

 

Life is not a piece of cake which you can easily get.

Life is something more. I have spent a lot of my

time searching for something, struggling just to

find out the place where I feel free.  Where I could

get freedom of education, the freedom of speech

and the freedom of thought without any

expectations.

 

I wanted to decide what I should do but my family

forced me to be a doctor. I really don’t like these

two Professions “Doctor “and “Engineering”

because in Pakistan parents force their children to

be a doctor or an engineer for their better future. I

wanted to change this kind of mindset. I was in

college my family ordered so, I chose Pre-Medical.

They decided that I would be a doctor. No one

understood, what I wanted to be, they don’t even

know what a terrible time being a medical student I

was facing. But God knows better after college I

had decided that I’m not going to be their robot

anymore. So, now I’m not in their control anymore. I

have found the escape from this kind of mindset.

Still sometimes my mother asks me “Why would

you do this? “It breaks my heart and I think that I

have wasted so much time to do what you want.

Lived my life as you wanted. Even though I don't

understand that.    I’m not comfortable in a skin of a

doctor. When I was in grade 5th I wrote my first

story, a story based on a fantasy. I wanted to live in

that fantasy. So, I stopped sharing my ideas and

stories with my family, I used to hide my all things

even my drawings too. I figured it out very earlier at

the age of 11 or 12 that who I am! Life is like a road

of fire and we have only one boat to cross it. Life

can burn us but at the end we have our own path. It

burns my heart and my happiness too, but no one

cares about my dreams. I really didn’t want to be a

doctor just because my family wanted it. People

told me that now that I have missed a chance to be

a doctor so, i should be a teacher just like my

aunts. I hate schools because of the competitive

system. I still remember, I was good in studies but

had no interest in this kind of school. So, I decided

to let go off all the burden, all the pressure and free

myself. I really don’t want to be a robot controlled

by others. I am who I am, and I don’t want to

change just because of someone else….

 

Unsaid Words: 
A wishful journey that never ends!

Fatima Sheikh



 

 

 

Keep close the ones who believe in you,

The ones who make you feel that you are

lovable despite knowing your scars,

The ones who endeavors to understand

yours silence 

The ones who elucidate every strife

between you two 

The ones who help you to build your

broken pieces in a different way 

The ones who stand by your side, no

matter what happens 

The ones who believe in growing up with

you together 

The ones who pull the magic out of you

The ones who make you sparkle in the

darkest nights 

Because two such souls when bound

together resembles the moon on the

fortnight
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Yellow flowers, you share on this day

We never, because we're one another's flower

We fight all the time, don't speak just

Write letters & all the time love we shower 

Sharing no gifts only hugs we give 

When we meet are more than power

Our friendship is the most unique, 

Our Every hour is Happy friendship hour.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm a homeless girl,   

How would it feel to feel home?       

To me, home is someone I am unknown of.  

I breathe out poetry. I cry out loud poetry.      

The words are my fragments of souls.      

Sometimes, suicide is waving at me       

through the cracked window of my burnt

paradise.      

If I walk backward,       

I get aligned with the stars that I stare at the

night sky.    

Suicide was whispering in the oven of Sylvia

Plath      Suicide was swallowing Virginia

Woolf in the river's current      

Suicide was growling in the asphyxiated

mouth of Anne Sexton in her car.      

How would it feel to feel home?      

Homelessness and abandonment

accompanied like an imaginary friend.      

No, they died beyond a death, lived a

thousand times.

Happy Friendship Hours
Noor ul Ain

A Homeless girl
Kinza Fatima

Counting on my stars
Rutba khan



 

 

 

Keep close the ones who believe in you,

The ones who make you feel that you are

lovable despite knowing your scars,

The ones who endeavors to understand yours

silence 

The ones who elucidate every strife between

you two 

The ones who help you to build your broken

pieces in a different way 

The ones who stand by your side, no matter

what happens 

The ones who believe in growing up with you

together 

The ones who pull the magic out of you

The ones who make you sparkle in the darkest

nights 

Because two such souls when bound together

resembles the moon on the fortnight

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dark sky yet reddish;

Guess the evening 

Wraps the flagrant blue.

This darkness

Meeting the horizons and

Hiding all my flaws.

Though hides them,

But burns my soul

and rusts my claws.

How to escape this?

Nobody ever told me.

So, dear self! 

Please hold me.

You are the power 

Behind my endurance,

OH, knot all my tearing

And save the old 'bold me'.
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Creation provides necessities

Problems are thorns,

with opportunities

The air, sun, water  are

need to survive

Moon light, sunset and perfume

 are extras of life.

The wind is perhaps

 the necessity,

The song it blows,

 removes pain brings serenity.

The full moon with twinkling stars

The silver of it

 quiet my heart. 

The way covered with trees

 is wide,

Breeze carry mashy odor

 over brimming salt tide.

A mocking bird that sings

 in the moon light,

Stars, fragrance and music

 are extras of life.

Beauty is made 

to touch the heart,

A smile can brings peace,

 ends war.

For strength,

 we have to lean on faith,

We've to trust on

 both life and death.

For immortal hope,

we have not to trust the things, we behold

But, on the facts

 our heart knows and religion told.

The spirit is renewed,

and life is reclaimed.

It is the beauty of heart,

that everyone acclaimed.

We don't often think of

deft ways of God's rite.

Smile, strength, and beauty around

are extras of life.

 

 

Extras of life
Hafsa Malik Counting on my stars

Rutba khan

This Darkness
Laiba Tariq



 

 

 

Free yourself from all the worries,

Free yourself from all negative thoughts,

Let yourself fly with the wings of courage,

with the flight of wisdom,

Let yourself spread your  wings of strength

and happiness,

Let yourself feel the bliss of pure feelings 

Let yourself fly high,

fly above all the worries and

lead yourself towards the castle of happiness

and peace

 

 

 

 

 

Pain that I can’t talk about

Secrets that are hidden in my heart, 

  OH yes! I want to be desire less_

  After meeting you, 

As you are gone now

I want to end all  memories      

Those are in queue-

 

In my fantasy I feel your presence

In reality nonetheless you that I see,

OH yes! I want to be aim less_

After losing you,

As the story ends now

Why I'm recalling the first call

Smile that made me fall

-

Everything was illusion or real world?

I’m stuck in this question for always

OH yes! I want to be doubtless_

Was there any love?

 As I am all alone now

I’m gonna find soon a new way

Life means to move on rather than stay-
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The heart on their sleeves, 

And the fiends laughing at them,

I listen all.

How their hollers are scribbled on the paper,

Speaking of all the nasty truths,

I listen all.

Equivocal images behind, how their tears flow

In cold eyes,

I listen all.

Of the shattered heart, the sighs which they

Cannot describe, but

I listen all.

The vehement demons, though quiet,

Racing fast inside,

I listen all.

When their wishes depart, leaving them alone,

They share their agonies with me,

I listen all.

The whole day, then, second by second in

dark,

How they get wrecked inside,

I listen all.

Yeah, I know them who sing out for their Love

Every night, yeah,

I listen all.

Night
Laiba Tariq Free Yourself

Aroob Siddiqui

NEW START
ANAM RAO



 

 

 

The Survivor

The girl with unbeatable spirits

Conquer all the life’s twists

With every bump of life

Her eyes sparkle with light

 

As she grew older

She learned the world is colder

Life’s twists tangled her so tight

She lost all her light

 

The love she was proud

Let her fall in the crowd

Her fantasies broke apart

Faster than a beat of heart

 

It shattered her like a broken glass

This is amongst her biggest flaws

Everything crumbled to the ground

She became lost, unable to be found

 

You see her broken

Bowed head, lowered eyes and feet shaken

Shoulders falling down like losers

Weakened by her soulful cries

 

With injured fingers, she picked all her pieces

She mends herself into a new species

Her laughter haunts you badly

Like you were in a dark valley

 

Because

 

Now she has unseen power

It let her fly higher and higher

She is a survivor of the unconquerable fight

She is a warrior of sparkling light
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For the men who are not at their right 

Hitting their wives & always ready to fight 

You want her to be silent and suppressed 

You want superiority by dimming her light

She wants to breathe and live like you 

She wants to sing, sway and write 

You are not a man if you think this is fair 

Disgracing your wife every day and night 

Feminists if we speak, tell us what you are 

Blaming her because she is not white 

She's not leans and haven't brought dowry

It's not her fault but shows us your height 

She doesn't deserve fury, give her love 

If you want your child's future to be bright

 

 

 

Whenever I wanted to die, I thought of living, 

Whenever I wanted to curse, I thought of

forgiving 

Pain demands to be felt, but honestly, it kills, 

I want to love myself and throw away those

pills 

But my heart is no more strong, 

It analyzes everything to be wrong 

What’s wrong if I’m brown? 

It’s my father’s color, that’s my crown 

What’s wrong is that I overthink, 

I should stop giving everything an irrelevant

link 

What’s wrong is that I forget slowly, 

Suicide was a fierce option of being unholy 

I’m trying my best to act mature, 

Do not overthink, that’s the cure 

Maybe I should give myself a chance, 

Every night I see my life at a glance. 

 

For Few Men
Noor Wahid The Survivor

Irum Ashraf Sindhu

Note to Myself
Ayesha Khalid



"

 

 

 

Today I had to say that I couldn't say anything

I couldn't bear the stain of my heart 

You were here, you were near, there was a

time also 

But I couldn't live with you for a second 

I wish someone could open the heart's door 

There was a wall that couldn't collapse 

I had heard the river of my heart, I also took

the value 

I was a river, but I couldn't get your flow 

You left your matchless marks there 

I was so sad that I couldn't live.

 

 

 

 

 

 

I miss my old self, my old happy self

I used to feel contented in small joys of life

Days changed, time changed 

Mind changed, perceptions changed

I changed and everything changed 

Now big joys even seem small

Big success even looks small

Complexes increased & confidence decreased

Depression increased and happiness

decreased 

Before, I used to live life

And now I am spending life
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The blowing wind whispered in her ear

Twinkling stars gazed her with fear

The scorching sun with arrogance & proud

Was halted and eyed by the big black cloud

 

Who's this girl with so dignified look

Might be someone looking like an open book

The mighty ocean and the gurgling streams

Have never stopped her from chasing her

dreams

 

Higher her thoughts and so her aims

She had thirst of knowledge in veins

Aesthetic sense and innovative mind

She's a woman, beautiful and kind

 

Devoted to work, an embodiment of

perfection

She justified her concerns with her dedication

Devoid of intrigues, treachery and lies

Was blessed with attributes that are all nice

 

Dwelling in a misogynist world so far

Rose and shone like a shining star

With all the odds, she ranked number one

Just because she’s scared from none.

 

 

 

 

 

He's the one who never shows he's sad

You disgraced him but he never did bad 

For you he's sacrificing his comfort

Your success always makes him feel glad

He's the one with the most beautiful heart 

Hidden is the love whenever he gets mad

His tongue never said but eyes said aloud

The feelings for you and the love he had 

He gave his whole life to make you stable 

Eating less food, in yours he always adds

His days and nights are full of trials 

He's my superhero, He's my lovely dad

 

 

Sara Ali
You Were Here
Qurat Ul Ain

WOMAN EMPOWERMENT

Ayesha Tariq
Missing My Old Self

Noor Wahid
He is the ONE



 

 

 

 

How high is the sky! 

Still at its position

No proud, No Ego

It works daily as

It is its Non-Stop duty

Once it throws the drops

Covering the world, like Canopy

Sometimes it gives room for sun

Meanwhile a berth for Moon

For all stars; its avenue to shine

It never urges a proud feeling

For, it is the niche of splendid masses

We see the sun; carrying out his Behests

Beaming all day and harbors in the Horizon

Look at the moon; glowing like a beacon

Obedient to Him, so ruling the sky in beauty

The clouds erupt, applaud for the universe

Tearing for farewell and fade away

Stars are too duteous towards the GOD

Always shine when getting orders at Night

Then faint in a period but never feel proud

Since the day first; huge alps are standing still

Obeying what God had directed

See, the sea also does the same

Even it has the ability to flow but No.

It waits for command; so reverent it is too

These massive masses do not defy

O Human! You are a teensy fish in this sea

Subordinate and junior; created later

Then for what you are so proud and haughty?

One day you shall  finish; shall remain no sign

of you

Being small; be like duteous massive masses.
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Lying in bed, nothing on mind

Like the deserted black desert.

Think on the half-circled moon

Often on the falling Dew

The red road lights, seldom

Catch my heed, Slept air too.

Once the serene night dark

Calls my Inner soul to speak.

My eyes trap in myriad stars 

Ears hear The Silence' sound

I listen the Talks of trees

The whisper of genie, ghosts.

 Heart feels the God Presence

Shoulders sense the angels' load

But I can't Think of Deem

I can't converse with Brain

It's not in my Control

I try, again try, but in vain.

No idea, no debate I make

I weep, weep and weep more.

Then I hush, and Sleep lone, 

With too many waste desires.

Yet in busy scene, it rains

Much Ideas and mind's images.

With no story I get story

I write, activate my spirit.

The Thinking rain, rains fully.

No scene needed, Its Godly.

Adeeb Yousufzai
Duteous Massive Masses
Adeeb Yousufzai

He is Thinking Rain



 

 

 

I remember those nights

When i was unable to sleep

And the doors and windows of my room

Talked to me with mocking tunes

Their voices tore apart my lungs

I was unable to breath and a sudden wave of

Immortal pain

Slapped me until

I was numb and asleep

 

I remember those days

When the sunshine was horrific enough

To make me aware

There is another day of pain

There is another day that your eyes would rain

 

I remember the slaps

When everyone called me a failure

I was called a psychopath

A clown, a joker

A failure, mere disappointment

 

But I stood

I stood and caught hand of myself

Because deeper down I knew that I was

enough

I was always enough

I endured the pain

I made a ladder out of it

I climbed and reached the top

Where I could breathe freely

I turned my self-deaf to, what their mouths

vomited

I turned my self-blind to, what they did

against me

I rose out of dark cellars of disappointments

And I am proud of myself enough

To shout out to the sky 

That I survived
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The Lost Voice.

The touch of wind awoke me 

The winds whispered my name

The led my mind to wander into the dark

forest

They let me savor it’s bitter taste

The cascade of water shimmered like a child’s

hopeful eyes

The rush of the stream said something

otherwise 

The thundering silence of the forest spoke to

me, “many stories are buried in the heart of

these giants that I contain within me”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Arwa Rehman Khan.
MAY THAT NEVER RETURNS
Moattar Khalid

The Lost Voice

Running around, I’m calling your name

Lies are piling & the truth is so lame

Pain & pleasure, both in a frame

Left so early, but I’m glad you came

The world has grown, I’m the same

Confessing this thing is such a shame

Thought you cared, but it was a game

Aisha Fayyaz
Doleful



 

 

 

 

Dark, lonely, scary

Eyes; tired and weary

Helpless, worthless, useless

This is how you feel, completely helpless

 

Alone you cry

And alone you shall die

All are living free

But you are stuck with a sombre destiny

 

So many faces, all say the same

"We are better than you

"And you look down in shame

Everything they say seems to be a taunt to

you

You cannot bare the pain, you fear that you

will not get through

 

You do not want to live but you are compelled

to breath

You look at all the others and there is nothing

they need!

Still, you move on step by step

And put in use any kind of confidence you get

 

Alone you cry

And alone you shall die

All are living free

But you are stuck with a sombre destiny
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Keep close the ones who believe in you 

The ones who make you feel that you are

loveable in spite of knowing your scars

The ones who endeavours to understand

yours silence 

The ones who elucidate every strife between

you two 

The ones who help you to build your broken

pieces in a different way 

The ones who stand by your side, no matter

what happens 

The ones who believe in growing up with you

together 

The ones who pull the magic out of you

The ones who make you sparkle in the darkest

nights 

Because two such souls when bound together

resembles the moon on the fortnight

 

~ Rutba Khan
Sombre Destiny
Hareem Fatima

Moon on Fortnight!

You illness doesn't define you 

Your strength does!

Your feelings are valid 

You are enough

 

God hasn't created anything without any purpose, 

Look deep down within yourself and try to find that

purpose, 

There are some people who don't get comfortable

with everyone as they are different but you should

know your worth

 

“Everybody has a creative potential and from the

moment you can express this, you can change the

world” -Paulo Coelho

Just don’t try to please everyone around and do

not explain yourself to everyone.

Because those who understand can read your

silence as well.

And those who don’t will never accept you no

matter what, just remain content with your own self

Rutba Khan
Mental Health Awareness!

Try to find fulfillment in small things 

And always remember you are the moon that gives
beauty to the dark pitch-black night!
 



 

 

 

 

The misery I am living with

Is consuming me inside 

Is there any way to escape?

My soul is now tired…

The shackles of this agony

Is suffocating me every time,

Refuge seems not possible

This rope of distress is tight…

The rays of hope are fading away

Silence is getting louder day by day

There’s no way to getaway

The path to freedom is far away…

I took the first step

To change the situation

I gave up immediately

I was out of patience.

Now I’m waiting but I don’t know

What I am waiting for

I lost the opportunity

That asked me to do more,

Now living in misery

And complaining to God!

 

 

 

Do you know about OCTOBER 

Order of my Lord

I will fulfill in this month_

'Cool Breath'

I will expel this with anxiety and respire with best

hope_

"Trees Shadow"

I will leave shadow like bad memories and grow up

with Sunshine_ 

'Obedient Soul'

I will spend my life for those who need this_ 

 

'Blossom spiritually and physically'

I will conquer upon Health, wealth and wisdom_ 

 

Encouragement and Entertainment

I will try to develop an efficient environment_ 

 

'Relationship's like Soul and tea'

I will leave nonchalant relation and make pure

long-lasting Bond of Love.
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Neither a goal nor a target

But a destination of hearts

The most meaningful pursuit

The less followed by 

And the least fulfilled one

 

From flying planes to designing bridges

Maybe just visiting an on the list place or going

back home

Not even a single one is big or small

Each one is born out of innocence

Knitted by tiny sparks of wonder

And woven by a hundred-time anticipated joy of its

possession

 

So, when you come across someone 

Carrying his unfulfilled dreams on his shaggy

shoulders 

With light fading in his eye and bones weary

Be the smile of their innocence

Tears of their incompletion

Determination of their tired journey

 

May our dreams be our solace

Their blazing fire be our warmth

Not a longing turned into helplessness

Any insanity or a source of constant suffering 

As their power is both

Crippling and constructive

 

At least you have a dream

So, what if not achieved 

There was a joy of owning it

And watering it with your emotions

Creases of your personality are marked by it now

Kept you moving when things were shattering

Look they gave you so much

If you couldn’t have them in the end

Don’t forget them

Remember your dreams often

And cherish them just for having them

Dreams
Amna Noor

My Miseries
Farah Irshad

OCTOBER
by Jiya



In vain I have explained myself 

You can’t unfold my knackered soul

You are dumb and deaf,

I have wrapped in words my silent appeal.

 

 

 

 

I sit all alone in the dark,

It made me insane in Stygian,

My mind echoed hard and hard,

Making me burn in the Cimmerian,

They all asked me crazy,

They all thought me lunatic,

Like the devils, they draw me loony,

 

Cracker and loco were tagged with my psyche,

From the shadows I got scared,

From the souls, I was a feared,

From the darkness, I got agitated,

From the sharpness, I got frantic,

Will you please turn on the light for me?

Will you please make me ignite with zeal?

 

So that I learn to feel so right?

So that I learn to be so wise?

Let the echo of my life scream so hard

Let my own fairy tale not be my scar

Make me live, make me breathe

Out of the hell, be one who makes me heal
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I haven’t worn garland 

I wear blood and oppression

You’re selling dreams here,

I will pick my Eyes

 

I can’t purchase your soothing fantasy

Sooty clouds whirl around

With devilish eyes…

Nightmares can live with us 

And demons are our only friends.

My soul is imprisoned

My feet are tied 

With unnoticed chains.

Scorching sun rays are my life…

No shade can come  To rescue us…

Because our time to flee is not yet arrived.

I have not worn necklace jewel

Someone ties ritual string

My throat is clogged with unexpressed sighs,

 

But,

 

The shimmer of string will never Die

It will always blink your eyes

Spring can’t join us

 

To wipe this oppression

Because the fences are very high.

Love is forbidden for us

Like God gave Commands to Adam and Eve 

Do not touch this “FORBIDDEN TREE”

Your love’s snare will remain futile

Some murders their love early 

Some kill when they die

Some Aideu them with rainy eyes

Some bury them without any visible sigh

You can’t see this sicking thirst 

You have no visionary eyes.

I have worn Red shroud

Full of blood and thirst

Waiting for my funeral in the shrine

They will call Funeral director

And everyone will shower flowers 

But nobody will notice heart that mourns

I only drink wine of blood 

I can’t weave rosary fillet

I can just spit fiercely chaplet

Because my pain is grievous and sore!

 

B.A. Jarral
Wedding Day!

Echo of my life
Momina Ahsan



The whispering whisper whispered again,

"Who are you?"

I remained silent with my slumbering sour

eyes,

A booming sound boomed,

I am a bluebird, 

I am too tough, and I am too clever,

I am asked to hide my opinion,

I hear even the mountains

And the water, the fish, their cries.

I was born to hear it all,

I am not even nearer to those,

Who dress well and live in distress,

I am a poet, relentless Unheroic.

I heard the sound, and my heart bore the

worthy words,

"Is this you, my dearest friend, Bukowski?"

Yes, I am Bukowski.

 

The whispering whisper whispered,

"Who are you?"

A scream, a deadly scream screamed aloud,

I am weirdly a weird,

I destroyed myself,

Don't rejoice me, I am,

but a regret.

Am I there? No, no traces of Me anymore.

I am an awful woe with no defined act.

This agony and terror is 

a mere act.

I lived a life, not expected.

I am a sadist,

It was an honoured honour,

I have cherished a cherry

Of my weirdness, of my sadness.

I am but a failure.

"Is this you? My legend, Elia?"

Yes, I am Elia.

 

The whisper stood with a respectful huff,

"Who are you?"

Sinful I am, but not a disbeliever,

Why? Why am I not a dearer to them?

Sad, saddest, rust but not a glare I am!

My heart bore the worthiest words,

I shivered, "Is this you, father of the

literature, Sire Ghalib?"
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Far away, in the lands of sulky sullenness,

I was roving in the rustic rift,

With my deceptive doth.

The whispering whisper whispered in my ears,

 "Who are you?"

I denied the objected artifice,

It hindered me, haunted me, and in my husky

hoarse,

I grilled my grumpy solicit,

 

"Who Am I?"

A growling howl howled aloud,

I am sinfully sinful,

I am treacherously treacherous,

I am cunningly cunning,

I am deceitful deceit,

I am sluggishly sluggish,

I am foolishly foolish,

I am relentlessly restless, 

I am horrible horror,

I am darkly dark,

I am impatiently impatient,

I am rigorous rigor,

I am aggressively aggressive,

I am desperately desperate,

I am suspiciously suspicious,

I am satirically sarcastic,

I am ironically tragic,

I am desperately desperate,

I am failing fail,

I am deadly dead!

 

The whispering whisper whispered again,

"Who are you?"

I remained silent, with 

my slumbering sour eyes.

A booming sound boomed,

I am an acetic star,

My heart is unripeneda,

I am a magnanimous fool, wrenched from the

kingdom,

I die exceptionally, and out of the ashes I rise.

I have no wit and my life is like a falling leaf, 

O God, what am I?

I am silver and I swallow whatever I see,

I am not cruel, but I am only truthful.

I heard the sound and my heart bore the worthy

words,

"oh, my dearest, Is this you, Plath?"

Yes, I am Plath.

Annum Shabbir
Who Am I?



The whispering whisper became thrilling and

asked,

"Who are you?"

I am a died dome,

as I confess the confession of my suicide,

I am buried in the burial of my body since ages,

I am a conscious unconscious.

My heart bore the worthiest words and asked,

"Is this you, my favourite fabulous, Shafai?

Yes, I am Qateel Shafai.

 

The whispering whisper cried a feebly feeble

cry and asked,

"Who are you?"

I am a crushed bud,I am a butterfly,

I bore an undefined unwanted want,

I failed as per orders,

As if it was the only medicine,

Life of mine looks like a cry of a feeble,

I see my exploit and your fame,

What to write in my verses,

What else to see?

I am tired of this journey of thorns,

I thought it a scar,

But it became the throbbing throb.

My heart bore the wise, kind words with a feeble

cry and asked,

Is this you, my kind, lovable Idyllic, Parveen?

Yes, I am Parveen Shakir.

 

The whispering whisper became drifting and

asked,

"Who are you?"

I am an unopened bud,

They ask me what's the limit,

I have bore the painful pain of my beloved's

beloved.

I live in such a treachery where,

People ask for the demise of others.

I am such a pure heart, simple

Let me die and leave the world for some days,

As they perish the dead ones more with praises.

My heart bore the simplest sorrowful words and

asked,

"Is this you, my lonely friend, Faraz?

Yes, I am Ahmed Faraz.

 

The whispering whisper whispered a deep dense

whisper,

I am heartfelt, heartless

I am tired of this mechanism,

Neither Am I, nor this world  belongs to me,
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The whisper gleamed and started singing a song,

"Who are you?"

I am full, full with the painful pinning pinches

of my love,

Do not perish me,

My bold is so bold, I have no fear of the

borrowings,

Its this agonized sweet fire in my heart's tomb

for which I fear, will perish me 

And will perish the home.

I sang the same and asked,

"Is this you? My melodious, Badayuni?

Yes, my enchantress, I am Shakeel Badayuni.

 

The whisper became more tranquil and in its

tranquility,

It asked, "Who are you?"

I am a disloyal, true they are,

What I will do in this hateful hatred,

What I will do by bowing a bow of shuns,

Never have I got for myself,

How I could ask for anyone else?

My tranquil tranquility asked, "Is this

you? Youngest young Naqvi?"

Yes, I am Mohsin Naqvi.

 

The whisper whispered a sad, melancholy

"Who are you?"

I am an unsaid saying,

What if I live? What if I die?

What does it mean to this world?

I am a dream what if I stay unfulfilled,

What if I drown to the oceans?

What if I live? What if I die?

In this melancholic endeavour, I asked,

"Is this you? My sweetest sour, Muneer?

Yes, I am Muneer Niazi.

 

The whispering whisper became hopelessly

hopeless, and asked,

"Who are you?"

I am a broken angel, a shattered stifling star.

What if these slanders drown in the river? 

My poverty made fun of me,

The slanders show off their money,

I have lived my life as an inflicted infliction,

Of an unknown punishment.

Let me die in the tranquil submission, as

People say I have forgotten my God.

I am a reflection.

My heart bore the sad sadness and asked,

"Is this you, my unlucky friend, Sagar?"

Yes, I am Sagar Siddiqui.



Of this envisioned vision,of this crest, of voice

regency,

You are nothing, but a baffling baffle.

A puzzling puzzle.

My heart bore the wise words and started dancing, 

"Is this you? My scholarly Khialvi?

Yes, I am Naz Khilavi.

 

The whispering whisper whispered an eloquent

eloquence,

"Who are you?"

I am a preacher,I am an intuition,

I am a faqeer,

I sermon everyone, as if I am the most

learned,

to the sinners, to the insane,

to the poets, to the singers,

My knowledge is useless,

I am a liar, I myself a sinner,

And I claim everyone else a pagan,

I am an exhort.

My heart bore the evangelized words and

asked, 

"Is this you? My saint, Waris?

Yes, I am Waris Shah.

 

The whispering whisper whispered a longing long,

"Who are you?"

I am a dutiful duty,

I have no lust for the crown and crest,

For I prefer to live with honour,

People are shrewd with the disguises,

Of beloved, of seat, of shine.

One should not be proud of this muddy corral,

rather find the secret of creation by

drenching in the self,

Sad, this nation lost the highlighted lift,

Lost the litlight, lost the lament, lost the dignity,

Dive in the ocean if you found the river,

You have lost the faith by the treasons, 

Find the staunch mentor, the steady leader,

All are burning in the cradle of Crumbles,

Find the showers of peace and insight.

You have spent the centuries in the slavery,

Find the one spark that transforms your life!

My heart glistened the gleam and surrendered.

Its you, the scholarly scholar,

The divine divinity,

The self aware, IQBAL?

Yes, I am!
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Aims so high yet a mere flinch of fly,

How I could tell for there's no one trustworthy, 

Changing seasons, changed dresses,

But same sadness, same aloofness, same autumn!

Standing I am,still, as a stone, 

Betrayal betrayed the memorable memories,

Same cries, same woes, same tears, same autumn!

My heart trembled with the thrift and asked,

"Is this you?" The wisest wise, Raza Shakir?

Yes, I am Ghulam Raza Shakir.

 

The whispering whisper whispered quietly

curiously,

"Who are you?"

I am the pious poise,

Leave the lushes of luxuries,

Find the unfound in the firstly first, "Alif"

You are the poise of Alif, you are the muddy mud,

You are stuck in the races,

You are the loss, you are the fool,

Learn from the learned verses, seek from the

seeker's seek,

The fire is lit in the soulful soul, find

the poise in the pause.

You are the secret of the secrets, you are the

wisdom of the wise,

You are the facet of God, dwell in the sight,

Find the purity in the filthy,

Find the love in the poise of the pause.

My heart bore the peaceful peace and asked, 

"Is this you, my kindest kind, baba Bulley?

Yes, I am the Shah's Akhter.

 

The whispering Whisper whispered in a rhythmic

rhythm, "Who are you?"

I am a bewildering bewildered,

I am a perplexed perpetual, I am a mystifying

mystic,

I searched here and there,

You are not but everywhere, I am calling for my

own existence,

How could I recognize you as God?

I am astonished, I a slate, who are you?

What you are?

What's this game you have woven, of imprisoned

soul,

Of Hell and Heaven,

Of life in the custody of death.

This good ,this bad, this you, this me,

Tell me what is this jumbled miracle,

Of this creation, of this spectacle,
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My fettered feathers flickered and 

I asked myself again, 

"Who am I?"

I am Humanly human,I am humbly humble,

I am the Kindest kind,I am helpful helper,

I am generously generous,I am lovable lover,

I am careful carer, I am concealing healer,

I am intelligently intelligent,

I am recklessly reckless,

I am steady stead,I am hopeful hope,

I am faithful faith, I am obediently obedient,

I am compassionately compassionate,

I am artistically artistic, I am

aesthetically aesthete,

I am obviously obvious,I am soberly shy,

I am gently gentle, I am benevolent benevolence,

I am creatively creative,

I am mystic, I am rustic

I am poet, I am solitude,

I am sun, I am moon,

I am faint, I am rain,

I am linkage, I am vintage

I am ME!

 

I am Sylvia Plath, I am John Elia,

I am Bukowski, I am Mohsin Naqvi,

I am Ahmed Faraz, I am Parveen Shakir,

I am Mirza Ghalib, I am Muneer Niazi,

I am Saghar Siddique, I am Qateel Shafai,

I am Naeem Akhter, I am Raza Shakir,

I am Shakeel Badayuni, I am Bulley Shah, I

am Waris Shah,

I am Naz Khialvi, I am Iqbal.

 

I am a struggler in the puddle,

I am an abandoned burden,

I am a n Obedient rebel,

I am an unlearned learner,

I am an outcast in the orthodox,

I am Nothing in Everything,

I am ME! 

I am Annum, the mercy of God,

the Blessing!

 

 

 

 

Can You imagine?

Your tears soaring high to His Heavens

Angels filling Your Repentance chart.

Your contrition; wearing robe of submission

Flying up above the crimson shades.

 

Your Shattered Heartbeat,

Breaking open the doors of His Rehma

Rattling windows of His PALACE.

Your Lost desires finding home

Ringing Bells in Your soul's temple

 

Your unkempt frame

Seeking appendages from the Healer

Your spilt wine, cold and malefic,

Leaving ecstasy in search of infinity

Dead intoxication, writhing life

 

Your impatient gaze,

yearning for The Unseen Face,

the indecipherable secret

the indescribable mystery

Can You imagine?

Imagining the unimaginable?

Aiman Sabir
The vision



 

 

 

ں زصس ے  ر ات  و ف     

ے و سن   پو
ں ے س  فہ 

ں ے س اں  و  ے  ر  س
ے و  ا فہ سن  و  ے  ر       س
ے ے  ا فہ سن  و  ے  و  ر فہ سن  س

ا ون  ر  و سص ے  ے  ر فہ سن  س
ڑس و سس پاص  فہ 

ظر ا  وس  ! 

ں ری  ا  سفص  ے  ص ے  و
 

 

 

ات  ری  ر  رے   

رے صسز  زصس پاس آت 
 

رسص صے و  ری   وںت  ر ری   

اص صے ُو  و  ے   ری  رت  ے  
 

و ں   ں  اغ  ری  اں  و سصس  

و ں ڈ  ں  ری آ  اں  و   

اص صے ُو  ےت  د  ص  ں سپ ِص س
 

رصہ صفش ُ  ُ وسس  ری   

رف ت زصس صف ے   سپ
 

اغ صے ے  وں  ا  ف اص ے    سِ
و فسص صے ڑ  رے صصص پرت  سپ ص

  

ر اص  ا  وں  رے ص ازت  اصہ  رے    

ر اص  ے پ رت  اغ  ُو  ا  اغ سپ رے 
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ے وض     ری    و   
اق  ی و      س ا     

ا     ں   ے   ا   و ا    س
ا       ں   و   ے     

 

ے اض  و  ر ص ا  ُ ے س ّ ر 
ے ے  پا  ز   ر  و 

ں  س ے   ّ    

ق رس و     

ے ز  پرس    ر   فہ   
 

ے ا          ِ ر    پ
ں ں    وں    رس صغ      

ے    و ے    فہ   ص
ں ا       ان      ص س

 

رے ں   ے  صغ   پر  سِک  ڈص  
ے ا   ا  ا    اق       س
ں اصسصی     اغت  ص سِس    صغت  ص

ے ا   ا ا   ا و         

 

ے ے   ان       

ق ا وس   

ق ا ف
و ے    ا    ضرفص   

پوصے          پر  
و رے    و    وڑے      

 

رے اغ   رس  پ د ا  س ر  صست  
ے ا   ا  ص ط    ا    
ے رے   رے   از   ا  آ ر ِصن  

ے ا   ا  ص ری     ں  
 

ر ر ص  ے پ  د ا اصے 
ری ے  ے   ص  

ے وض   فس   فص  
ری ا ے   ا    ا  

 

ے       سزغ   

ے وں         ص   
ا و   ص صس         

ے۔ وض       ص   
 

 

ف
ارت فرش ب

ق ر صد ثمر ا

انعم راؤ



 

 

 

 

 

ا و سس    ے صغ  ں   

ے ا  ا  ے    آش صغ 
ے ر صف  صص د  و  و صف وس   

ے ا  ا  ے  ڈص  و صف   سس 
ں اں  ے  سس  ں  ے ص  

ے ا  ا  دص  ا صص  ر آ اں 
ے صف ط    و فس ے  اصفں   

ے ا  ا  رسس  اغ  ں  ر  ے 
ے صف و ص ے  وڑ صف  ای   

ے  ا  ا  اص  ا ا  ے   صغ  

ے  ں  ا   ا  دفں  رسغ سُ  

ے  ا  ا  ا  ا  صغ  سپ
 

 

 

 

 

و ے  ت س  ا  ا س
و ے  ا   ا ے   ےت   سک   

 

ے ر  ا  ا  ے رت  اؤ سص ڑ دغ    

و ے   ا  ا رس ت  ے   ں    صغ  

 

وں  وس رے  ے  ں, صف  ے ص  و سڑ  

و ے   اصہ   د ت س ا دس   ے   ے     ا    

 

ں و   آ  ںت  رے     و    

و ے  اں  رس ات  و ے  وں  وسس آ ے  سن 
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زغ ے  ں  و   س 
ے اصی  ے     

ے ے     

ے ے فسصی  ں  اں   

رے  د ! صصس ص  ! ز
ے اصی  ر  و   س 

 

ے اس  ں   ر 
ے اصی  ں  وں  ص

ے اصی  ے  اس  ر  س
ے  اصی  ا ں  ص اغ  س

رے  د ! صصس ص  ! ز
ے اصی  ر  و   س 

 

ں وص  اِن ف وسس  ے ے   سپ
ے اصی  وں   وس ے  ں  ا    

ے  وسصی  و ص ں  ے   

ے اصی  و پ اں   پر سپ 
رے  د ! صصس ص  ! ز

ے اصی  ر  و   س 
 

 

 

 

اصے اغ  ے  و و ا   

اصے ا  ں سس    

 

ے   ان  ے س
اصے ت رسن ف  ے  ے   صف

 

وسِس ف ا  ا ص ر  

اصے اغ  ر سس  اِغ 
 

اصس ا ص  ا فہ  ر   

اصے اس  اصے س ں  رصہ   س
 

اس ے      ِ ا  

اصے اغ  ں س ے  اص
 

 

 

 

تا ہے ا ل آش دل بے ب 
Laiba Tariq

رے چ !زندگ ! ذرا دھ

خ

Laiba Tariq

"شاِم ہجر"
Mudassar Brahui

Laiba Tariq



 

 

 

 

ُوس و صفسں  ری  ے  و    

ُوس اں  رسن  صغ فہ   ف

 

ں وغ  ا ے  وصف  اں   

وس اں  ُ
ے  ے  ں 

 

ا ا ص ا  و    ے  ر   پِ
وس دس  ا  وں  د ا   فہ 

 

و ا   س  صف 
ُوس ا  ّا ص   س 

 

ا ا  ر ا  اں ِصغ   

وس اہ  ا    فہ 

 

ر د ا ’  وغ  و  رص  ے سصص   ’ ف

و ڑس  ں  ا س  ر 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ے اس ص ر  ا     

ے اس ص ے    ص 
 

ے وں  ے   رے 
ے وسس ص اصے  ے   

 

ے    ا ر      

ے س ص ا   رہ سپ
 

و وت  ری  د   ص

ے وسس ص اصے    

 

ر ےت  اص ازی    

ےس    اس ص رف   
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ا و  ا  ر و  اص  ے  فہ 
ا و  ا  ر و  اص  ر ے  صس 

 

ے اڑھ  ڈے  ے  ا  ے ف ں  ے  ا ز
ا و  ا  ر و  ات  ا    فہ ف

 

ے رت  ے  وں  ا فہ  ص ا  ر وے  ص
ا و  ا  ر و  ات  ری  ے   سس س 

 

ں ا  ر ں  اص  ا س ا   ا  و   فہ 

ا و  ا  ر ات  ز اص  و س  سس 
 

ے ا  ظر آ اغ  وض  و فہ    سس 
ا و  ا  ر ات  ا ا سس   س  

 

 

ران  ف
Mudassar Brahuiثم ہاشم

بر فاطم ع



 

 

 

 

ں ر س آ ں   و   وص   فہ 

ں ر  ات  ں ۔۔۔  ے   ں    !س آ
ں  ں   س آ

 

ے ے  ا ے  ے س و س ے  ا   فہ 

ے ا  ا و  د  ا ان   آ
رے ے صفص  اص س و سس   ے  ا  فہ 

ے  

ے ا  ر اس   اس  ے آ  

رے ا  و سس  س  ے  ا   فہ 

ں ے  ر د   ا اصغ  ے  ے ڈ وصش  ے   

ے ا آ و س ے  ا  فہ 
ے ا ے ص صے  زش  وس ف  ے  و س  

ے سفص ا ر  ے  ے  ر  ر  ر  اغ  ا  ا  و سس   

ے از  ر  و  طر  وں   و ے فہ پ ے  ا   س
ے رس  س

ر ڑ  ے  ے ڈصفں  ے فہ سپ ے  ا    س
ے ا ڑ دغ  ا   !سس  

ر ا ڈسغ  ں  وں  ا ے  ر سس   سفص پ
رے ے ص  ں س د  ےص  ز  سپ 

ے ر  اص  د  ے  زسں  ے  !!

ے  و س وں  وس ے  ر فہ سپ ا   ے   

رے  

ے ا  وص  و ف اغ  ے  از سپ ے  
رے ے  سس فہ    ا   فہ 

و ا   و  رے!  س   ا  ے   

ا صے دس    ے ص   س 
ے ا  و صفسغ  ص ے سس   ں   !!!

 

ر
 

ں و  ں  ے فہ آ وں    ص

ں ں  ا ص فہ  
ری صفش وص سفص  رس ف ں   سفص فہ   
ں ے  ا و  رسپا ص  ں!   ے  ا ں آ د  !ف

ں ر   ا  ں    س آ
ں ے  و و سک  ے صغ  ے پ وں  ے سن آ  

ے ا  اغ آ ے پ ان  و آ  ڈصی    

ں ں  ص وس ں سس  وس اصی    

ں ں  ص ر ں سس  ر اصی  !! 

ں د   ز  سفص 
ے ا  ا ے  ے  ے  وی  ے   ص  س
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ے ا  ا رس پ  ے  ر س ے  و ص !! 

ے د   ا   

ں ں     س آ
ں ں  ا ص ے  ا  

رس صغ  سفص    
ے ا  ر ص ے ص  ا ے  ے  سس صڑ

 

سفص سس
ے ڑ  رع  ری     فہ 

وں ا  ا دغ س ا  ں سس   ا   

ے ا  ے ص ں   

ا سضطرسس ے  ے پ ان  ے س رہ  ے   سس 
ے سس ا  ں ص  

وس ا  و ز  و  وں   سس  صص
ے ے    سس فہ 

ے ے   رس ں  ظر ے    

ے ے   ا ر  سس فہ 
ں  پر و   وص   فہ 

ر ے    ں  تسس  آ
ں ے   ا اغ  ا  رت س ا   !!!

 

ے ے  ا   سس 
ے ے   ا ے سپ ری  د  !ز

زندگ
مزہ شر



 

 

 

 

وں ر      ا صہ     ے     و ں        و چ    ص  
وں ر     اصس    اس     ے    و      و    صغ  پر      

 

ے ا ص           ر آ  و     وں       اغ           س 
وں ر     ا صہ      ا     س  ے     و ٹ     آ  و            

 

و ں  رت  ر  ف ں   وسِن    س
ر    اصہ    ا   سصس    ے   ا  اغ    رس    وں   پ    ص 

وں
 

ے ا    ر      وں  آ    ے  پر   و   آ    و    

وں ر   زسصس   ں   ے س  وڑی    آ   و   و  
 

ں ا ر   وزِ  ں  اس  ر  د   اِس ز
ں

وں ر    اصہ   ے  س ے  پ ے  و اس   ں  ا  وں 
 

ا    ں    صہ   و  صغ    ا   فہ    ں   و  صغ  
وں ی  ر    اصہ    ظاص   صف ں   س ا    وں ی   ر    اصہ   

 

 

 

 

رف رے صف وں  آ   

و اغ   وسس ف  ا  رس آ
و ر   اغ   ے  ف 

و غ    ِ ا  رس آ
ں صفص  ے  ا ا   

ں ا اصی  ں  ر ے 
ا رفں  اصے  ں  رے  

اغ صفں ے  وپ  ے ص  ص
ا  و  پے  رس  

اص صفں ں   زسں  ے 
ے  ف  رے  ں س صف
ا صفں اصے  ں  رے  

دغ اص  ے  و ر صسہ پر 
و غ   ا  د  ے ز

رفز رے صف  وں  آ   

و اغ   وسس ف  ا  رس آ
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ا   رک س  ا   ا   ر  و     سصسصہ  

ے اس  آ   ے  ے   ا   ر  فہ  صخ ز آش  پ
 

ے رف     وں   ات  ے    و    س
ے اس آ   ے  و  صسس    ے فہ  صغ   ا  

 

و ا  ے   رے صغ  ے   ا  ص و  آ  

ے  وسس  آ  ر  ے  فہ   ا ڑ   سفص   

 

ے   ر ے   ر ا    ے  ف ا   ے  ف  سس   
ے ے   آصسس   آ        ّ ے      

 

 

 

 

 

ے ر   ا  ے  ت  ا  فہ سک ص ان  و   

ا زصس ں   ےت  ا  و ے  ان   رس  ..

 

ا زصسی و    ں..  ا  ری  وں  ا  و
ا زصس ں   ت  ے  ے س وص  اص  ..س

 

دس وں  ر  ا ں  و  ت  ر  و پ ا سُس  و  ..

ا زصس ں سس    وت  ے  ے آفسز ص ..پر سُ
 

و وص  ا  وچ  ں  و  ات  و ں  اص  طا  ..

ا زصس ں   ت  ات  رے   وئ  ..

 

ا وں  وں ف ص ا  ں  ت  د  ر س ے  سزغ 
ا زصس ں   وت  ے  ے فہ  د     ..

 

ے ر  ا ے  ر   و  وص  وں  ا  ا ص
ا زصس ں   ںت  و  ں پر  ازہ  ..ز 

 

ے ا  ر   و  ت  رف و  وٹ  و 
ا زصس ں   ےت پر  ا ز  دص  ے س و صفش   ..

 

وں ے صے  وس سُ ا  ا ا  ت سس  ا ے   و 
ں سس  ر پرت پر  ری آ  ات  ر  سس  

ا زصس ..

 

ا ز ں   ا زصس..  ں   ے..  اں   
..س

ا  تھا ر ل Laiba Tariq  ارادہ  تو 
Laiba Tariq

R J Narmeen

Aqsa Seemab



 

 

 

 

ر پر  ڈ ر   ے  رع     

ے ں  زہ  اصی صف ے   و  ے  و پ
ے..  ا ا  ا سفص ص ا اڑس  اڑس س ا  ا ے  
ں ا اں سڑس صی  ر ص وچ  وچ  ے  ا  ...

 

ں وں  ے سفص ص ے  وں  ے ص وں  ے   

ے ں  ز  ے فس  ..

 

ر ا  ا  ے  اغ    ا  ے  اص   

ں اغ  ا  ے  ڑ ر سفپر  ے   و  و سپ  س
ے ...

 

ے ں  اغ  ا  ے   ا ص  ...

 

ں صف ر     وں صفص    

ے اغ  ا  ے  ...ص

 

ے اغ  ا  اس  ... س

 

ش ا  ڈک سفص صغ    وں   و آ  

ے وں  ا ے..   ا   ے...  صفش 
ے  ے..    ا    دس   

ے رسش  ا   و  س ے..  ں  اش   ...

 

ے ے... س اص   ان س  ے صص اصت سفص  
ں سفص ا طرت   ں  اص ے   ے پ ے سس  ا
ں ا طرش پ  وص  ا ں   د  ...آپ ز
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ے اغ ڈ د  ے  صفز س  
د د   ا ے  ا   ِ ر 

 

ے د ے  ص  وں   ص
د اہ ص   ے  ر س

 

ے ت آ ا ے   ں  ے  ا آ
د وص   ے  ے  ر آ

 

ے ا ں  ز زصے  ا  ے سس  وسصِ   ص
د ں  ا  رسغ  ر   ے  ر س

 

رے د ر  س ے   وں  رس ں 
د ا   ا  ا  ے  ر سس صف 

 

 

 

 

 

وں دص  ں  وںت  ا  ں   

وں ' ط سک ' ری  ں  ات  آِس 
 

وں ا  ں  ا  " وچ " ں  ے 
وں ے  ے  ف   ں فس 'ط'   

 

وں ے  وص  وصف ے  ں فس 'ض'   

وں ے  ّوِت   ں فس 'ق'    

 

ے وق سپ ں  وں    

وں ں  ے   ں سپ صفِق   و  فس 
 

ص  م  ااز ق ج

ا ج
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Our Message
It is a dire need for us to become a strongly integrated society, where one

person without thinking twice helps others, support others. Support can be

moral, educational, financial, physical or simple words of kindness. But it has

to be there. As long as we won't start thinking that way, we can never develop

as a nation, we will never be respected. We have to build ourselves and each

other and only then can we prophecize for Pakistan, a better future. Greatness

lies in staying humble, in lifting others up. The moment you think of yourself

as great and look down upon others, or give yourself the authority to judge

others, in that very moment you lose the greatness you may have earned with

your blood and sweat. Imagine a leader, a great leader, but then he does not

teach those leadership skills to anyone else, he does not bother to lift anyone

else to that level of greatness, then how will his people survive once he leaves

this world? will they not be left unguided and lost? That nation will become

weak and disappear and no one will know the story of that one great leader

and his greatness shall turn to dust as well. So what do we learn? we learn to

help, to uplift others. One person alone can't lead the nation to prosperity,

there has to be a strongly integrated network of people who all work and who

all chase ambitions and help each other in their chase.

@iamtalhazakir

fb/PetrichorPagesOfficial

fb/PetrichorMagazineOfficial

Magazine.Petrichor@gmail.com

Petrichorint@gmail.com

+92 336 5122058

Become Part of Our Community
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